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Mr Angry, still angry
Keith talks to Billie Davis
Jeff Two-Tone Boogie says “Hi”
We “borrow” more stuff from Nick Cobban
Soul Kitchen, Jazz Junction, Blues Rambling
And more....
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The original
Batman’s dying
wish was to:
“ HOLD THE
THIRD PAGE! ”

Holy
Promotion!
Now’s my
chance!

Hi Gang,
Welcome to the mid-summer edition of Tales From The Woods magazine. Now if the advert
above does not press all the right buttons, I guess you’re reading the wrong publication,
subscribing to the wrong organization. This promises to be one hell of a show, another landmark in
the making, I can feel it in my gut folks. I have spoken to all artists over these last few weeks at the
time of typing, and they are really up for it, I mean really raring to go. As you can see we are
returning to the 100 Club after a break of a few years. Unfortunately we have decided to leave the
Borderline, as I truly feel the ambience of the refurbished venue is unsuitable for our type of show.
I must point out before any cries of disloyalty towards the 100 Club for leaving that venue for the
Borderline, it was purely that at the time the veteran Oxford Street establishment was under threat.
It was suggested by the management that we move our event to a temporary home whilst the
problems were in the process of being sorted out. Thankfully they were and arguably the oldest
venue in the land now looks forward to celebrating 75 years since first opening its doors.
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Just a polite reminder gang, to claim your Woodie discount you have to come via TFTW, payment
either by PayPal, cheque or cash, non-Woodies too can pay by this method, details on flyer, the
address to send cheques can be found on the back page of this magazine. All credit/debit card
payments must be via the 100 Club, again details can be found on the website, but for obvious
reasons the venue are unable to provide Woodie discounts. Please feel free to contact us any
time, by any method of your choosing should you require further information.
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The magnificent Regal cinema once occupied
the ground upon the junction of Fore Street
and Silver Street, Edmonton, an area of
suburban north London, seating up to 2.940
souls, allowing also another 1,000 standing
capacity. This temple for celluloid was built by
A E Abrahams, the architect being Clifford Ash
who was also responsible for the recently lost
Regal cinema in Marble Arch.
Opening on 8th March 1934, stage shows
were part of its attraction from the earliest
days. Apart from boasting a Christie
4/manual/15 rank theatre organ (information
gratefully received from all you cinema/theatre
organ aficionados) it possessed a 45 feet deep stage, with a
revolve in the middle that could raise several feet. It boasted a
restaurant and a ballroom too all with its own separate entrance,
and Sidney Torch, well known organist of his day, presided over its
opening.
In 1936 the Rank Organization took over the running of this
marvellous building, although it remained in the Abrahams family
who insisted that all its equipment must remain intact and
maintained in immaculate condition which Rank, to their eternal
credit, did right up to the very end.
Virtually from the beginning some of the biggest names of the day were attracted to this north
London venue, amongst them Vic Oliver, Randolph Sutton, Billy Cotton’s Band, and in the
immediate post war years it played host to the London Festival Ballet, with the biggest names from
across the Atlantic too; Frank Sinatra, Peggy Lee, Johnny Ray. I'm sure there
can’t be too many rocking folks reading this magazine who would not be aware
that two of the most influential Rock’n’Roll shows of the
fifties took place at the Regal. Firstly in 1957 Bill Haley and
his Comets, bunking off school to be there was a starry
eyed Cliff Richard who would find his life changed forever, I
expect he could never imagine in a million years he would in
a few short years be headlining a show there himself.
Before that though he would return a year later to witness
Jerry Lee Lewis in action during that brief aborted tour,
while in the auditorium that evening was another starry eyed
© Paul Harris
youth who would experience a life changing event, his name Chas Hodges.
From the fifties into the sixties the stars kept a coming to this Lea Valley palace, the Everly
Brothers with the young upstart Rolling Stones in support, Carl Perkins returning in triumph for his
second tour, this time with the UK’s Animals. The Beatles supported Helen Shapiro so the history
of twentieth century popular culture continued upon its stage.
That is until 1972 when the doors of the cinema closed, to be reopened by the "Sundown"
organization. Under that name it operated as both a disco and live music venue. Despite playing to
packed houses week in, week out to some of the biggest names of the period, including Rod
Stewart and the Faces, Stevie Marriot’s Humble Pie, Mott The Hoople, and at the height of his
Night Tripper fame, from New Orleans Dr John, the venue allegedly lost money, closing abruptly in
the first few days of 1974, reopening as a cinema upon 24th March 1974 with much fanfare.
However the jubilance did not last long, closing again just five months later on 3rd August 1974
with a double bill of British comedy, "Steptoe and Son" and the controversial even then, "Till Death
Do Us Part".
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Converted into a Top Rank bingo hall which began operations just in time for Christmas 1974,
over the next eleven years and, despite the exterior falling into disrepair, the Rank organization
kept their commitment to the Abrahams family to uphold the interior and all working components in
tip top condition and full working order. Projectors were oiled in the vain hope that one day films
would be returned to the silver screen, stage and revolve were maintained for a show that one day
might grace this huge performance space once again, the lavish organ was played to entertain the
bingo crowds before and after each sessions. The dream died for all those who worked at the
Regal along with those who fought to save it, when it closed its doors in late 1985, the bulldozers
moving in soon after. Everything that had been so lovingly maintained was destroyed, nothing
survived except the bitter sweet memories of those that had given their lives to the theatre. This of
course was so typical of the 1980s, arguably the most philistine decade we here in the UK have
experienced in living memory of both ourselves and no doubt our parents too.

























Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to Blues guitarist and singer Lonnie
Brooks who died on 1st April 2017 aged 83.
Lonnie Brooks, Ponderosa Stomp April 2005
© Paul Harris

Born Lee Baker Jnr at Dubuisson within the parish
of St Landry, Louisiana, on 18th December 1933,
to a not too particularly musical family, although it
seems his grandfather was quite a picker on the
banjo, who would happily play to entertain family
and friends on many a social occasion. The early
1950s saw the family up sticks and move to Port
Arthur, Texas. By now a teenager and soaking up
the sounds those young ears picked up around
him, music had begun to dominate both his life and
dreams; listening to it on radio, and witnessing
touring bluesmen performing in local clubs.

Although taking up guitar long before those formative teenage years, by now it was really serious
studying; T Bone Walker and Clarence Gatemouth Brown were two hugely popular blues
musicians who passed through the area. Lonnie rarely missed an opportunity to see them perform,
along with another soon to be legendary Mississippi born bluesman, B.B King. It may sound like
publicity blurb from a record company, but be it blues, country, any kind of music roots, it really
does happen that way: sitting one day on the porch of his home, lost in concentration, picking out
a blues of some kind, suddenly he became aware of someone watching, listening intently. It was
Zydeco maestro Clifton Chenier who immediately offered him a job in his band, which obviously he
did not refuse and the following evening he'd be playing a roadhouse juke joint not too many miles
from Port Arthur.
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Much valued experience was gained, spending many nights on the road touring the length and
breadth of the south lands as part of Chenier’s acclaimed band. Eventually time came for the
ambitious young musician to strike out on his own, forming his own outfit, going out on the road,
by now calling himself Guitar Junior, cutting his first solo sides for Eddie Schuler’s Goldband label
based in Lake Charles, Louisiana. He enjoyed regional hits with tracks "Family Rules" and "Made
In Shade" while another, "The Crawl", would find itself covered and carried afar decades later by
the Fabulous Thunderbirds.
In 1960 Lonnie headed north to Chicago, a city that had taken so many southern hopefuls to
national and soon to be international acclaim. As the decade of the sixties got into its stride, it did
not take too long before he realised he would have to drop the stage name of Guitar Junior, the
city already played host to a far wider known guitarist of that name. The name Lonnie Brooks was
finally adopted, serving him well as he became an attraction on the west
side and nearby Gary. Over the next full years recording for Midas,
Mercury, Chess, as well as part of Jimmy Reed’s band both performing
and recording, including the live double album recorded at Carnegie Hall.
In 1969 Brooks released his first solo album "Broke an’ Hungry" which
was produced by Wayne Schuler, son of the Goldband label boss.
The sixties gave way to Brooks’ breakthrough decade the seventies.
Blues packages to Europe in 1974 exposed him to audiences that would,
up to then, only know his name, if barely at all, through records and word of mouth, witnessing
first-hand what a fine guitarist and impassioned performer he was. Back home in the states he
signed to Bruce Iglauer’s "Alligator Records", where his soon to be regarded classic album "Bayou
Lightning" released in 1979, went on to win the "Grand Prix Du Disque" the following year at the
Montreux Jazz Festival. Whilst there he met up with country singer Roy Clark which led to Brooks
appearing on his hugely popular nationwide stateside television show "He Haw"
Touring Europe regularly throughout much of the ‘80s, his unique style of Chicago Blues, Swamp
Pop, Rhythm and Blues proved to be a big draw both on the continent and here in the UK. In 1982
he was given an opportunity few blues musicians ever get, an hour long television show, which
was beamed live in Germany in 1982.
Albums continued to sell well throughout the decade; titles such as "Hot
Shot", another "Wound Up Tight" had Johnny Winter guesting on guitar,
finding favour with rock orientated audiences, no doubt an article in Rolling
Stone magazine covering six pages did much to further his profile even
more. By now his son Ronnie Baker Brooks had become a permanent
fixture in his band.
As the eighties gave way to the nineties, a rare honour indeed when
Lonnie was given an hour long slot recorded live for Paul Jones’ long
running BBC Radio 2 Blues Show. At the start of the new decade he found himself touring at
various times with Blues royalty B.B. King, Buddy Guy, Junior Wells and Chicago songstress Koko
Taylor.
His 1996 album "Roadhouse Rules" featured two of his old buddies;
fellow Texas bluesman Long John Hunter and, like Brooks, one time
sideman of Zydeco legend Clifton Chenier, the always dapper Phillip
Walker.
The final album of the decade "Lone Star Shootout" in 1999 featured
another son Wayne Baker Brooks, and as we moved into the present
century, it became pretty much a family band that toured relentlessly
stateside, with now occasional European jaunts thrown in. By 2000 he
could be found on the silver screen playing himself in the Blues Brothers
movie, finally being inducted into the Blues Hall of Fame in 2010.
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Phillip Walker, Blues
Estafette, Utrecht,
Holland, November 2004
© Paul Harris

Wayne, Lonnie and Ronnie











I was lucky enough to witness Lonnie Brooks in
action a few times; most notably at the still very
sadly missed "greatest blues show on the planet" the
Utrecht Blues Festival in Holland, as well on native
ground in his home state of Texas and here in
London. He struck a charismatic figure, a stockily
built man with his trademark cowboy hat, energy
filled performances, slashing guitar licks, like all
great blues players he never played more than what
was necessary, impassioned vocals. Sadly there is
just not a stage for the real blues like this too often
anymore in the UK, we just have to be happy to be
around to have seen it in full strength with players
like Lee Baker Jnr, aka Lonnie Brooks.















Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to blues harmonica maestro and singer
James Cotton who died aged 81 on16th March 2017.
Born in Tunica, Mississippi on a cotton plantation on 1st July
1935, son of sharecroppers Hattie and Mose, his parents sadly
both died when he was but a small boy and he was sent to live
with a close relative. However, as James Cotton himself
testified in his music and words in interviews, he was born to
the blues. It was the great blues musicians who lived nearby or
passed by often that brought him up, befriended and protected
the young lad; Sonny Boy Williamson, Howlin’ Wolf, the former
a huge influence who taught him the rudiments of harmonica,
with the latter he recorded in 1952 at barely 17, it was obvious
no other life would ever be considered. Within a short while,
like countless blues musicians before and after, like thousands
of migrant workers who left their southern homelands, fleeing
north, Cotton caught that Chicago bound train, where the blues reigned supreme.
He was soon paying his dues sitting in on club dates, before the eyes and ears of Mississippi born
blues legend, Muddy Waters, fell upon the ambitious and enthusiastic young player on the
bandstand. Muddy was looking for a harmonica player to fill the shoes of the much admired Little
Walter who had recently left the Waters band to carve out a career in his own right. At first things
did not go too well, Waters insisting James played every solo in the Little Walter style, so naturally
things come to a head. Cotton had become an imaginative and expressive player who had ideas
of his own. Muddy relented, and for a number of years he would be recognised as an integral cog
in the wheel of Chicago's greatest export to the blues.
The 1960 Newport Folk Festival would prove to be both an iconic and historical event for several
reasons, two of which was Muddy Waters’ Band performing for the first time to pretty much a white
audience. The blues, at the start of this soon to be revolutionary and controversial decade, had
taken a dip in popularity with its natural black audience, the whites would soon pick up the baton,
this festival being the very much the starting pistol. Another being, as anyone who has witnessed
the often seen piece of film, the highly amusing dance that James Cotton did with his boss Muddy
Waters during a performance of "I Got My Mojo Working". Two years later “Mojo” would cross the
Atlantic, to be performed and recorded live in London on an album "R&B from the Marquee", a
seminal LP for blues’ breakthrough in the UK, Cotton’s harmonica solo copied note for note by
tough, no nonsense, working class blues musician, the late Cyril Davies.
The great Jazz, Skiffle, Blues trombonist and singer Chris Barber who would bring many wonderful
blues players to our shores, would tempt Cotton out of Chicago clubs to the UK, introducing him
first hand to a European audience. Cotton spent the best part of 10 years with Muddy before going
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out on the road with his own band, soon to be contributing to Sam Charters’ impressive project,
"Chicago Blues Today" with a band that included Mickey "Guitar" Baker and Luther Tucker.
Over the years James would record for a number of labels both in his own right and with Muddy
Waters’ Band on Chess. He was the last living link with the Blues of Sam Phillips’ "Sun" label of
Memphis, Tennessee, recording for the label during 1953/1954, the most well-known being
"Cotton Crop Blues". he would go on to record in his own right for, Vanguard, Verve, Buddah,
Blind Pig, Antone, and major company too, Capitol, and in recent decades home of the blues,
Alligator.

James and Muddy with Johnny Winter

Reunited with his old boss Muddy Waters, contributing to his award winning album "Hard Again"
produced by rock-blues guitarist Johnny Winter, this album along with its immediate follow ups did
much to restore Waters’ name to the upper pantheon of blues men, at the same time introducing
him to a new generation. James would later find Grammy award fame with his excellent album
"Deep In The Blues". Come the new century he celebrated, branching out on his own with a 35
year anniversary album, where a diverse collection of artists collaborated including Jimmy
Vaughan, Ronnie Hawkins, Kenny Neal, Maria Muldaur, a slightly prior album "Fire Down Under
The Hill" in 2000 found contributions from a then younger buck of the blues, Joe Louis Walker, his
final album "Cotton Mouth Man" released on Alligator records in 2013.
Apart from being one of Blues’ finest harmonica players he was also a deeply intensive and
expressive strong singer. Sadly that strength would be drained extensively to an almost hoarse
whisper after being struck with throat cancer during the final decade of the last century, fortunately
after an operation returning to health. Although his voice was diminished his powers on his chosen
instrument remained unaffected, as I witnessed for myself after seeing him in concert whilst
stateside, in his native city of Chicago, at "Legends" the world famous blues venue owned by
Buddy Guy, as well as down south at Antones, a barn of a building dedicated to all forms of roots
music in Austin Texas, not forgetting too, that master of all European blues festivals, Utrecht in
Holland.

























As many of you by now will know, the subject of last issue’s (97) interview ”A Woodie Speaks”,
Raye Duval has sadly died. The cancer that he so bravely fought in decades past, came back with
a vengeance and took the life of this near 85 year old Jazz and Rock’n’Roll drummer in a matter of
weeks. Raye was a wonderful friend to Tales From The Woods, supporting our shows from the
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very beginning as both a performer and audience
member. Raye, raised in Old Compton Street Soho, led an
exciting and varied life, and for those who may have joined
us recently or may have missed it, you can read it by
simply clicking on back issues on the front page of our
website. The interview was conducted a little over
eighteen months ago, whilst Raye was still sprightly, in
rude health and enthusiastically sharing his memories of a
career in music that had spanned over seven decades.
Raye Duval, 100 Club London 31-01-10
© Paul Harris

Raise a glass to Raye, place a copy of "Let There Be
Drums" by Sandy Nelson on your turntable or CD player
and remember Raye who always included this in his act when performing for Tales From The
Woods.

























Those of you who were lucky enough to be at the Borderline in January 2016, a Tales
From The Woods show that featured amongst others, P.P Arnold, Dave Berry, and
Cliff Bennett returning for an astonishing third time, as always putting on a wonderful
show. The great saxophonist Sid Phillips who had been resident at our shows
alongside Alex Bland, a mighty team indeed, for a considerable while, had quite
recently died. Cliff paid a heartfelt tribute to the man who had been part of his band,
Rebel Rousers, for the best part of 57 years, bringing in another former member of
that iconic outfit, Tony 'Too Tall' Hall. A striking figure on stage, at 6 feet 4 towering
over all others on that stage, a brilliant saxophonist and great fun to be around. We
here at Tales From The Woods were shocked to learn that Tony had passed away
suddenly at the age of just 73. I'm sure you will all join with me in offering our deepest sympathy to
Tony’s family, friends and to all surviving members of one of the finest Rock'n'Roll/rhythm and
blues/vintage soul band ever to emerge from the UK, I mean of-course Cliff Bennett and the Rebel
Rousers.
Raise a glass to Tony "Too Tall" Hall, then go to our website, on TFTW YouTube channel, click
on a segment of Cliff Bennett performing for us back in January 2016, remember him that way,
blowing wild behind his long time boss.

Hi Keith,
Sad news indeed. Having read your interview with Raye… he really had an amazing life within the
music biz and lived a quite a life in and around the West End and Soho. Really good you’ve
recorded his life (and all the others) and sorry to see how many have passed on.
Reading of Raye’s days in Soho and all the places he mentioned brings back good memories for
us all I’m sure. He mentioned Chas’s coffee bar the Freight Train so just a little snippet of a touch
of the sweet memories of that time for us all. Late ‘62 early ‘63 I remember wandering around
Soho one day going into the Freight Train and looking at the juke box - new release Hobo Flats
part 1 and 2, Jimmy Smith and dropped the coin in the slot. Great music, sweet memories and
thank goodness that we had British musicians of the quality and character of Raye and that we as
Woodies got to meet him and see/hear him perform brilliantly on many occasions at gigs
organised by TFTW.
Bill Haynes
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JAZZ JUNCTION
Pigfoot at Karamel Restaurant, 8 June 2017
With its vegetarian cuisine and focus on the arts, the Karamel Restaurant, situated in one of the
two Chocolate Factory buildings in Wood Green, is arguably the north London equivalent of
Tooting’s Sound Lounge, albeit that it has been in existence for several years longer. It also
benefits from weekly Thursday evening jazz gigs for most of the year, and it was at one of these
that Pigfoot appeared.
The band was formed by trumpeter
Chris Batchelor in 2013, when he
brought together three musicians who
are equally at home in a variety of
settings: Liam Noble (piano), Paul
Clarvis
(percussion),
and
Oren
Marshall (tuba). The following year
they recorded an acclaimed album
titled 21st Acid Trad, a perfect
descriptor of the music on offer, as they
subverted classic jazz with imaginative
re-interpretations of a selection of
standards from the 1920s and 1930s.

Pigfoot - Batchelor, Clarvis, Noble

The quartet had one change on the night, as Oren Marshall
was replaced by baritone saxophonist James Allsopp, who a
week later was inspiring Jamie Cullum to new heights at
Blenheim Palace, which might have no longer existed had an
anarchical attack on the aristocracy that I instigated in the
firebrand days of youth not fared so badly as to dissipate and
lose its spark. But that’s another story.

Allsopp

The spirit that Chris Batchelor had gained from early
experiences in the bands of the South Africans Dudu
Pukwana (Zila) and Chris McGregor (Brotherhood Of Breath), and the Congolese soukous band
Taxi Pata Pata, together with being a founder member, composer and soloist in Loose Tubes
during the late 1980s, was infused in the band’s music.
Not unexpectedly, the band had moved on since the 2014 album, and had turned their hands to
other styles of music, which they proceeded to transform with joyful mischievousness reminiscent
of the Art Ensemble Of Chicago. After Just A Closer Walk With Thee, Curtis Mayfield’s
Pusherman seemed less of a threat. But when they turned to Elvis Presley with a combined
Jailhouse Rock and Hound Dog, it was hard to tell who was the most rebellious. Following on,
Stevie Wonder’s Boogie On Reggae Woman was neither boogie nor reggae, and The Look Of
Love (sung by Dusty Springfield in the film Casino Royale) no longer resided in the lounge.
The second set dipped into the sea of opera to fish out themes from Bizet and
Puccini to investigate. And then, as an election night special, they played The
Red Flag, the song of which, with music from Germany and lyrics from
Ireland, drew the assembled intelligentsia to their feet, or would have, but for
the fact they were unanimous in the shared wisdom that it would have been
another erection too many. Finally, St Louis Blues gave way to a Led
Zeppelin tune that I am proud to say I did not recognise.
Great fun.
Dave Carroll
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You've guessed it! Astrology, of course. I have been
interested in the subject for nearly 70 years and have read a
good deal of the literature associated with it. I have also read
and studied the views of its most vociferous critics: scientists,
astronomers, psychologists, logicians and “sceptics”. (Here's
a mystery. Why are so few of these “sceptics” never
sceptical about their “scepticism”?) Finally, I have had my
horoscope calculated and analysed quite a few times.
A long time ago, someone wrote to the Royal Society and
asked: “Have you scientists ever thought of making a study
of Astrology to find out if there is any truth in these beliefs?”
The reply he received was: “We do not waste our intelligence
studying how other people have wasted theirs.” That's a
clever response, isn't it? It is also stupid, arrogant, full of
ignorant assumption and in the deepest sense of the word, unscientific.
The size of the universe, the exact composition of the surface of Pluto, the physics of a black hole
or the dynamics of a quasar: I think that very large numbers of ordinary, intelligent people would
regard the study of these things as “a waste of intelligence”. Yet astronomers coo with childish
delight when they discover something in space that excites them!
Is there any real difference between saying: “the universe is 40 billion light years in extent” and
saying “it is so huge that no one (including astronomers) can possibly comprehend what that
means?” Many scientists are also guilty of what is called “rationalization”. For example, they claim
that the exploration of space will be of importance to us human beings but that is not why they do
it: they simply want to know because they want to know!
Back to Astrology. First of all, let me dispel a few myths. “Your Stars” says the column in popular
newspapers and magazines. No, it is the planets, not the stars that are studied (although there
are/were Arab astrologers in the Middle Ages who used the fixed stars to foretell the future or
describe character traits.)
How can the same fate happen to everyone born at the same time? Well, it does.
It's called Death!
How can planets millions of miles away possibly influence us? They can't and no
reputable astrologer would claim that. The basic premise of Astrology is: “As
above, so below.” The movement of the planets mirrors our own lives, if it can be
interpreted. (Also, remember that a galaxy and we are made of the same stuff.
That is a scientific fact, not a myth.)
The astrological columns deal with “Sun signs” only. The reason for that is simple. It is only
necessary to know one's date of birth to decide whether you are a Libran, a Sagittarian or a
Scorpion. But the position of the other planets and their relationships needs an ephemeris to
calculate.
It is not possible to foretell the future. Yes it is. “Character is Destiny”. For
example, I was born with a passionate love of writing and the use of words. I
also know that I have a talent for such things. That is why I am a writer!
So, is Astrology just superstitious baloney? Or is there a kernel of truth hidden
somewhere in it? After 70 years, I am still not sure. But then, I wouldn’t be,
would I? I'm a Piscean!
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 40 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major (London) / Chuck N. Baker (Las Vegas) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
1.
Medical examiner Dr. Louis Pena had 4 days of cross examination in the Phil Spector/Lana
Clarkson trial, believing the death was a homicide. Dr. Werner Spitz, a forensic expert testified that Lana
had killed herself with a gunshot wound through her mouth. He said “I’d probably call it a suicide”. Spitz
said he was paid $5,000 a day by Spector and that he’d already billed the defence more than $45,000 for
his trips from his home in Michigan. Deputy District Attorney Alan Jackson pressed for the facts that the
gun and bullets belonged to Spector and that Lana died in his home. Spitz said that blood splatter showed
it was too far away when fired. Source: Michael Muskal, L.A. Times 26.7.2007
2.
The Isley Brothers’ “Shout” was released in 1959, and “Twist & Shout” released 1962 sold over 3m
copies. Marvin Isley joined the group act in the early ‘70s with brother Ernie and brother-In-Law Chris
Jasper. They changed the sound from horn to guitar rock, as heard on “3+3” in ‘73 when Marvin was 20,
which spawned 10 platinum/gold records. Marvin also co-wrote “Fight the Power”. In 1984 Marvin left the
group with Ernie & Chris to form Isley-Japser-Isley and had the hit “Caravan of Love”. He re-joined the Isley
Brothers in 1991, but quit in 1997 suffering from diabetes and later had a double leg amputation. The Isley
Brothers were inducted into the Rock’n’Roll Hall Of Fame in 1992. Marvin died June 2010 aged 56.
Source: The Las Vegas Sentinel-Voice, 10.6.2010
3.
A full tabloid page headed: “This trip hits the high notes. Following music’s Southern roots”.
Focusing on the new roots of American Music Trail, it is being developed by Florence’s Music Preservation
Society plus other groups. Includes Nashville and its RCA Studio B, Country Music Hall Of Fame, Grand
Ole Opry and the “Honky Tonk Row.” plus Tootsie’s Orchid Lounge. Also Lawrenceburg in Tenn. and the
Loveless Café which is close to the Natchez Trace Parkway, surrounded by countryside. Plus Tuscambia in
Alabama, and the Alabama Music Hall Of Fame and the Muscle Shoals Sound Studios. Florence in
Alabama has the W.C. Handy Home, Museum & Library and his Festival in July (88 degrees). Source:
Kitty Bean Yancey, USA Today, 20.8.2010
4.
http://www.thejohnnycashproject.com/ (film still active…KM) is a Web only music video where every
frame is a fan-created drawing, set to Cash’s “Ain’t No Grave”, from 2010. The site received more than
250,000 hits and a broadcast version has been released for TV stations. It has received thousands of
visitors and it is hoped the broadcast will encourage more attention. There are numerous versions,
including edits that gather the most realistic illustrations, the most abstract drawings and the highest rated
frames. Each frame is labelled with the artist, all contributors are listed in the credits. Fans are given the
choice of frames to use as a template and appear as a moving image. The website is updated twice a day.
Source: Jake Coyle, L.V. Review-Journal, 13.10.2010
5.
Robert Peter Smith was born 5.4.39 in Swanley, Kent and was a member of local bands including
Beat Formula Three, then signed with Decca Records in 1965. As Crispian St. Peters, he recorded “The
Pied Piper” in 1966 which reached no. 1 in Canada and the top 10 in Britain and the U.S. He also had a hit
with “You Were On My Mind” which the group We Five also released as a single. He last performed in
1999, but had a major stroke and retired in 2001. Peters died 8.6.2010. Source: Los Angeles Times,
16.6.2010
6.
Delmar Allen Hawkins, aka, Dale Hawkins was born 22.8.36 on a plantation in Gold Mine, La. to a
country musician and his wife, who was a teacher and day worker. He was exposed to a wide range of live
music when riding with his sheriff grandfather on Saturday patrols. At 16, Hawkins lied about his age to join
the Navy and served in the Korean War. Dale formed a combo in 1955 that included James Burton, and in
1957 recorded “Susie-Q”. Dale responded to “See you later Alligator” with “See you soon Baboon”. In the
'60s Dale produced top 10 hits for Bruce Channel including “Hey Baby”. He went through drug rehabilitation
in the early '80s. In 1999 the LP “Wildcat Tamer” was released, then “Back Down to Louisiana” in 2007.
Dale died in Little Rock, Feb. 2010 after 4 years of colon cancer. Source: Valeria J. Nelson, Los Angeles
Times, 16.2.2010
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7.
Dale Hawkins reputedly saw Howling Wolf down on his knees screaming “Suzie something or other”.
Dale wrote “Suzie Q” with James Burton, and when it was published it was credited to Dale, Eleanor
Broadwater, the wife of a disc jockey, and local record shop owner Stanley J. Lewis. The title appears to have
come from a dance craze in the '30s “Doin’' The Suzie Q” and was included in the Cotton Club Revue of 1936.
Dale claims that until MCA bought the Chess Records catalogue in 1985, he had not received any royalties.
Dale was one of the first white artists Chess signed, and was also one of the first white artists to appear at the
Apollo in New York and the Regal in Chicago. Dale died 13.2.2010 from Colon cancer. Source: Douglas Martin,
The New York Times, 18.2.2010 (thanks also to Colin Escott. KM)
8.
The Hootenanny Fest. is held every Independence Day in Irvine's Oak Canyon Ranch, and this year was
to have included Chuck Berry and Jerry Lee Lewis. Jerry cried off under doctor's orders, but punters who
purchased the $35 ticket could use the ticket for admission to a Pomona show for his 75th birthday. Chuck at
age 83 did perform and, confessing to tiring easily, included slow numbers such as “Every Day I Have The
Blues” and “Wee Wee Hours”. Rockers included “Roll Over Beethoven” ”School Days” and ”Sweet Little 16”.
Backing Chuck was his regular bassist Jim Marsala, Andy Hill (keyboards), Kyle Helm (drums) who he picked up
locally. Other performers included Shooter Jennings, son of Waylon, Rhett Miller, Roger Alan Wade. Source:
Randy Lewis, Los Angeles Times, 5.7.2010
9.
Los Angeles band The Knack had a No. 1 hit in 1979 for six weeks with “My Sharona.” Doug Lars Feiger
was the leader and co-wrote the song, and said it was inspired by a former girlfriend. Doug was born 20.8.52 in
Detroit and grew up in suburban Oak Park, Mich. After graduating from high school, his sister Beth Falkenstein
said he went to England to record two albums with the group Sky. Their signature white shirts and thin black ties
became a hall-mark of the New Wave music scene which distinguished itself from punk. The best songs on their
debut album “Get the Knack” were “classics of their kind”, so wrote Times pop music critic Robert Hilburn in
1979. Doug died October 2010 from cancer. Source: L.A. Times, 15.2.2010
10.
The FBI released a 34 page file on James Brown under the Freedom of Information Act. In 1989,
Adrienne Brown, James’ wife, complained to the Bureau about harassment by cops, claiming they had violated
his civil rights. The dossier gives a full public account of an incident in September 1988 from James’ point of
view. James discovered that people having a meeting in a building were using James’ office bathroom. He
locked up the bathroom and on driving to S. Carolina met a road block where police broke his window, fired on
his truck 23 times including the tyres and gas tank. After a chase he was arrested, and in jail was hit in the face.
In 1989 James began a six year sentence for aggravated assault in the chase and served two years. The FBI
sent the report to an attorney but concluded the allegations “had no apparent “prosecutive merit”. Source: Joe
Stephens, L.V. Review-Journal, 3.4.2007
11.
Bob Woolmer, the coach of the Pakistan cricket team was found dead by housekeepers in the late
morning of March 18, in room 375 on the 12th floor of the Jamaica Pegasus Hotel. It was the third slaying in that
hotel in the last 12 months. This occurred during the world cup and both India and Pakistan had already been
knocked out of the series. On TV news you can see a list of the Super 8 remaining teams but also a diagram of
the 12th floor. Woolmer’s death initially was believed to be a heart attack, but then later police ruled
strangulation. There was a belief Woolmer may have planned to expose match-fixing, and Greg Chappel, India’s
coach, said he feared for his safety. On the defeated Pakistan’s return at Karachi airport, hecklers shouted
“Shame”, “Go To Hell”, “Sell Lentils” and to one cricketer that he should ride around the city on a donkey.
Source: Chuck Culpepper, L.A. Times, 30.3.2007
12.
The first week of the cricket world cup in the Caribbean saw adverse reactions after small cricket
countries thrashed the larger. India lost to Bangladesh and two dozen upset fans ransacked the under
construction home of Mahendra Singh Dhoni, kicking bricks off the foundation. Four months earlier 2000 jubilant
fans caused a four hour jam outside a salon when Dhoni visited for a haircut. In Kanpur, protestors set fire to
effigies of Virender Sehwag and Dhoni. In Jalandhar locals marched and burned posters of players. In Allahabad
several protesters burned effigies and posters, as they did in Varanasi. Ireland ousted Pakistan from the World
Cup with the “Dawn” newspaper headlining “National Disaster”. The following day Pakistan coach Bob Woolmer
was found dead of a heart attack and icon Imran Khan blamed this on the team’s poor performance. Source:
Chuck Culpepper, L.A. Times, 20.7.2007
13.
Jenn Harris is an American soccer fan reminding readers that in England it is “football”, and has
been a Liverpool fan since leaving college, but this three day trip was split between the Manchester United
and Liverpool grounds. He booked into Hotel Football owned by Gary Neville and Ryan Giggs. Address-99
Sir Matt Busby Way. There is the Old Trafford Supporters Club, a floor where fans can watch games and
on another a small playable pitch. Toiletries are packed to mimic “soccer jerseys”. In Café Football, dishes
and drinks are named after players. The National Football Museum has five floors of “jerseys” once worn by
the football greats. Recommended is Rosso’s Italian restaurant co-owned by Rio Ferdinand. Old Trafford is
the largest football club stadium in Britain. Source: Jenn Harris, L.A. Times, 19.3.2017
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Billie Davis
Thank you for coming along Billie. Where were you born - I won’t ask when?
I was born in Woking in Surrey and as I grew up I lived with my grandmother who I absolutely
adored. The dancing thing and the whole link with Cliff Bennett came because I used to dance
with my school friend Sue and we went to a community centre in Southall where Cliff Bennett was
playing during a talent contest. Sue pushed me up on stage and said “Wear my shirt, it looks
better” so I borrowed her blouse and sang a Connie Francis song, ‘Many Tears Ago’, with Cliff’s
band. I won the contest and Cliff said I had to go and see this man in Holloway Road, Joe Meek.
So that was how it all started.
Chas Hodges reminded me at the last show we did, the Joe Meek Special at the Borderline, of a
song called ‘Merry Go Round’ on which he was the bass player. Thinking back, it was all new to
me, and I remember thinking “Who’s that singing?” Joe was busy in the next room putting echoes
and stuff on the voice and it was phenomenal when you heard what Joe was doing; he wasn’t just
a producer, he was so clever.
In between being born and joining up with Cliff Bennett and his Rebel Rousers, how did your
interest in music begin?
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I was in the choir at school and I’m quite a shy person around people although I’m okay when I’m
on stage and working, so being in the choir was okay. I used to hold concerts in my nan’s back
garden with Tizer and sweeties where I’d sing (can’t remember what I sang though). At that
particular time, the first record that I bought was ‘It’s All In The Game’ probably by the Platters, the
very first record I bought from the record shop in Egham. I just liked that kind of stuff; I’m quite a
big soul fan really such as Smokey Robinson and Wilson Pickett. Then Elvis came along and there
was a juke box at Marge’s Café in Runnymede where I used to go as a teenager which is where I
first heard Elvis. I thought “Oh my god, who’s that?” and it opened up his early stuff like
‘Heartbreak Hotel’ which just grabbed me. Over the years I’ve had different record deals where
producers have pushed me into material that maybe I felt I wasn’t comfortable with but when
you’re under contract and they give you a song you don’t say no. Working with Iain Terry now, it’s
taken me back to the feel of all that and it’s exciting.
Any others from that period that had an impact, Johnnie Ray maybe?
I worked with Johnnie on a TV show in London although I don’t remember where exactly but he
told me that I had the most telescopic eyes he’d ever seen. I didn’t get to say too much to him; I
was signed to Bernard Delfont at the time and Bernard brought him in so that’s how it came about.
I wrote a song about Marge’s Café but I couldn’t rhyme with Café so it was called ‘Rosie’s
Cantina’. I did record it and I did some stuff that I was working on with Albert Lee where he was
playing guitar and that’s all the country rock stuff but that was later on, the eighties. It was nice
working with Albert and he was a nice piano player too. The Everly Brothers had had a row that
day so the band were in town and the studio was booked. The man that was looking after them
knew Albert very well and said that there was some studio time and would I like to go in? So I
used the whole unit which was quite special.
About the Joe Meek thing; Robert Stigwood was looking after John Leyton and they’d recorded
‘Johnny Remember Me’. Robert came in and Joe played him the stuff I’d done with Chas such as
‘Merry Go Round’ and Robert asked me to go to his office as he was interested. I went there and
signed for him - Charlie Blackwell was also looked after by Robert Stigwood. He put me into
fashion school and with a drama coach as a confidence builder. I
didn’t work for a year, I just went into drama. I did a Coca Cola
advert, I was an earthling in the pilot series of Doctor Who as an
extra. You forget these things and then you’re reminded by a fan
that you were in Doctor Who. “Was I?” You were just sent along
but didn’t necessarily know what for. It’s the same today; you go in
and do extra work and you don’t always know what they’re filming.
Robert Stigwood was searching for the right song for me so put me with Mike Sarne who had had
a hit with ‘Come Outside’ with Wendy Richard who didn’t want to go out on the road with Mike. I
recorded the follow up, ‘Will I What’, and did a load of shows with Mike. My lines were “Will I what”
and “I will not”… I hated doing it but it was a bit of fun. Along the road I remember working with the
Hollies and people like that and today we’re working with Eric Haydock, who isn’t so well.
Robert Stigwood (who died in January 2016) then went to America with John Leyton who was
doing the first film, ‘The Great Escape’. Charlie Blackwell went too and they heard ‘Tell Him’ on the
radio, originally done by the Exciters, brought it back and said they thought that was the song I
should record. He also gave me ‘The Locomotion’ to record but I felt that I couldn’t cut it the way
Carole King and Little Eva had done the original, so I declined it. Alma Cogan also recorded ‘Tell
Him’ at the time, I was on Decca and she was on EMI. For those that don’t remember, Alma was
well known as the lady with all the lovely dresses with a TV programme every week and she was
getting a lot of coverage for the record but people seemed to prefer my more “on the edge” version
while hers was more middle of the road. I think she charted in the top 40 but my version went to
number three so I was out on the road a lot. Charlie Blackwell wrote the B-side, ‘I’m Thankful’.
On the road I had the Tornados backing with Clem Cattini, Dave Allen the comedian was
compering. One of the shows was the Four Seasons with Frankie Valli, Jet Harris and Tony
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Meehan because Jet had left the Shadows and took Tony with him. On the coach the Four
Seasons were singing their stuff, great harmonies and I was totally mesmerised. They wanted to
take me back to America and record with Bob Crewe but I was under contract to Robert Stigwood
so I couldn’t go. We had a coach driver called Jack - we’d all meet at Allsop Place to get on the
coach and, at the time, Ray Charles’ ‘Hit The Road Jack’ was charting so we’d all get on the coach
singing “Hit the road Jack”.
Then there was the Rolling Stones tour that I did later on. John
Leyton was originally the headline act but they changed it round to
the Stones fairly soon. John had a hit with ‘Wild Wind’ and we all
went a bit mad on the last night at Morecambe Winter Gardens
and I worked with somebody recently who remembers that night. It
was just chaos on the stage; I’d gone with Keith Richards to the
props cupboard and got the wind machine out but it was a bit too
strong and it nearly blew John Leyton off the stage - a bit naughty.
Keith went a bit over the top with it. Then I went on stage and
thought I was doing well with all the cheering until I turned round. I
had a little dog and there was no lock on the dressing room so I
had asked Mick to look after my dog. So, what does he do, he lets
the dog on the stage. I’m bopping about on the stage and the little
poodle is bopping about behind me. That night should have been
filmed as everybody was doing the hokey-cokey across the stage,
including the Rolling Stones. The stage manager locked himself in
his office, he couldn’t handle it.
So you got on well with the Stones?
Mick always bought me an ice cream in the interval. When you’re on those six week tours you look
after one another in some ways… “Billie, can you sew this button on my shirt?” that sort of thing.
Fun times.
So the follow up to ‘Tell Him’?
I recorded ‘He’s The One’ which went in at 40 and then had the car accident with Jet. That very
day Jet had gone to the Savoy to pick up his Musician of the Year award. I was in Evesham
coming back from a show and Jet said he would go round the corner to get a cab as we were
known at the cab company. Coming back from the gig, Jet and I were asleep in the back with the
chauffeur and his mate in the front. A Midland red bus pulled out in the road and we went straight
into it. I’ve gone forward and broke my jaw and Jet had hit his head on the ash tray, not very
pleasant. Thinking I was okay I got out, looked at the bus and got on the bus. There was a little
man on the bus at the back who had hit his head on the steel piece at the back. The ambulance
man got on and asked who I was and I told him that I was just in the car, I looked at the car and,
boomp, I was out.
They examined me at the hospital and didn’t see that I’d broken my jaw while Jet was taken to a
larger hospital as he was bleeding from his head. We had to sit and wait for several hours for a car
to come and take us back to London. I went home, lying in bed and it hit the papers. Somebody
from the Sketch shook me awake and asked for the story - he’d bribed the landlady to get in. It
was front page stuff at the time. I rang the PR that was looking after me to tell them I didn’t feel so
good. They picked me up and took me to Harley Street and I was straight into hospital where they
wired my jaw so I lived on baby foods for a few months. I used to get so hungry that I’d look at
chocolate cake and just get hold of it. I was out of action for a few months and then, when you had
hit records and they were selling, it was very short lived. I couldn’t work, I couldn’t do anything. I
remember having a broadcast two or three days before they’d taken the wires off and that was
very strange. I don’t have a problem now, I keep rabbiting on.
You must be okay. Had you done much TV?
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I did Thank Your Lucky Stars which was the first one and where I met Jet. He was on with Tony
Meehan as well as the Beatles who were doing ‘Love Me Do’. I had all these guys sitting next to
me with funny accents. I remember John Lennon chatting up my hairdresser Ronnie and asking
her “Where’s the action later?” Billy Fury was huge then, and they used to wheel on those big sets
and I remember Ringo saying “One day, we’ll have a set like that”. He didn’t know what was going
to happen.
I did Saturday Club on the radio with Brian Matthews and I remember the Hollies being on that and
I was rehearsing a song (we mentioned songs you didn’t want to do) called ‘V.I.P.’ “My boy will
never be a president, he’ll never get a seat in parliament, he won’t go down in history like the King
of Spain, but he’s important just the same, ‘cos he’s a V.I.P. yeah, yeah” and I hated it. I’m not
going to rehearse this in front of the Hollies… but I had to do it. We laugh about it now.
What happened after the accident?
They took the wires off and I did a BBC broadcast and it felt so strange but unfortunately I’d lost a
lot of ground because a lot of other girls had come along at that point, Sandie Shaw for one.
Others like Dusty Springfield who were there before me had also moved on.
On the TV programme that I did with Dusty, she showed me how to get
eyelashes like hers… put boot polish on them. At one point we had the
same dress; I think it’s on the cover of the Memphis album and I had
the green dress that I wore in the ‘Pop Gear’ film. We were in the
dressing room and I told Dusty she had to wear it as she was the bigger
star. The thing about Dusty is that she didn’t have a huge voice, it
wasn’t that kind of voice, it was a soul voice but she’d record with the
microphone so close to get what she wanted. I worked a lot with a lady
called Kay Garner who died in 2007 who is on ‘Preacher Man’. Sue and
Sunny, all wonderful backing singers, were the icing on the cake for all
these songs.
On ‘I Want You To Be My Baby’ we had eight voices in the studio all round one mike. You weren’t
miked up, it wasn’t 24 track. Doris Troy and Madeline Bell and the Moodys were recording in the
same studio so we all got together round one microphone. When Doris walked in I asked Madeline
if that was her mum, had she brought her mum with her. Doris was very hung over and she said to
the engineer “Honey child, go get me some Alka Seltzer”. Doris had a thing about holding her
notes - she’d stay on her note and nobody would be allowed to move into Doris’s territory. “I’m
done here and I’m staying here.” Wonderful characters who knew exactly what they wanted to do.
I learned a lot from her, a little white girl in the middle of it all and that’s how I came in contact with
Pat (P.P.) Arnold who did ‘Angel Of The Morning’. Pat was the backing singer on that with
Madeline. When Pat Arnold first got here I was talking to her on the phone when she said “I’ve got
to get off the phone, there’s white stuff coming down”’ She’d never seen snow before. We
recorded ‘Angel Of The Morning’ in 1967. It didn’t chart although it was a very big radio record.
Stuart Henry was the one who really played it and played it on Radio One.
I was working all the time, doing a lot of TV, playing Germany and obviously the ‘Pop Gear’ film
which I’d recorded. I’d gone from Decca then to Pye where I was produced by John Schroeder
and we did all the soul stuff with a guy called Keith Powell (of the Valets) and a lovely singer, Carl
Wayne (the Move). They were all Black Country boys like Denny Laine and Mac Poole, the great
drummer we lost so recently, Stevie Winwood, Jeff Lynne, the Moody Blues were all from that
area, it must be the air.
I went on the road with all the soul stuff, with a band, and Keith and I worked sometimes with Elkie
Brooks. I felt John always gave me stuff to cover and Keith and I were covering the Sam and Dave
stuff but there were a few songs we did, ballads that were nice, but how do you cover Sam and
Dave? But we did it. Of course, there was ‘Ready, Steady, Go’ then and I think Keith and I did the
first live show. I used to rush home on a Friday night to watch it at 7 in the evening.
It was a must watch show.
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Keith and I appeared a few times doing soul stuff.
You knew Brian Jones of the Stones.
When I first came to London I went to live in a flat. A lady that I knew in Surrey, her daughter had a
flat in a house they owned and my nan knew she was keeping an eye on me. Brian Jones lived
upstairs which was lovely as he worked in the record shop and every morning he used to go to
work with his Oxo tin containing his fish paste sandwiches. He was then working with Alexis
Korner and the very first tour, the Robert Stigwood tour, I was in the office and he walked in and
said he was going on tour with the Rolling Stones. Years later Decca had a party and Tom Jones
and Brian shared the same birthday so they decided the PRs would have a party for the Jones
boys. We were looking at the elaborate buffet and all the champagne and I said to him, “This is
better than fish paste sandwiches isn’t it Brian?” Brian was a good friend but not a well man with
really bad asthma and, despite the theories how he died, I think it was an asthma attack in the
swimming pool.
Brian would never travel on tour with the Stones, they would go individually but he liked to travel
on the coach. So we were all on the coach, Jet and the rest of us, we’d done the tour and we were
tired and the infamous Jack stopped on the M1 and said, “Everybody out, the coach is going up!”
so we were all running down the M1 on the hard shoulder.
‘Pop Gear’ was the film I made with a French company with a song called
‘Watcha Gonna Do’ a Chuck Willis number. I got a call last year from a DJ in
America asking if I knew I was part of the FreakBeat as apparently they’re
playing ‘Watcha Gonna Do’ a lot in the clubs in New York which prompted
Ace Records to release it, so it’s out now on vinyl. There’s another song on
there, ‘I’m In Love With You’ which is a bubble gum type track that we did. So
funny things happen.
Apparently the northern soul circuit is quite a home for you too?
They called it blue-eyed soul and I covered a Gladys Knight number, ‘Walk In My Shoes’ that the
man who looks after my fan club in Evesham says he’s always being called to get a copy of the
vinyl as it’s worth a lot now. Even the DJ in New York asked for a copy. Keith Powell is out there
doing things - his voice is phenomenal. He went into country a bit; he was wild about Garth
Brooks.
After ‘Angel Of The Morning’ what happened?
I was asked to go back to Decca and Dick Rowe was there, renowned for turning the Beatles
down, and Michael Aldred who was a journalist but also sometimes presented ‘Ready, Steady,
Go’. When we walked up York Street where Kiki Dee lived, the three of us used to hang out there
and she was then managed by Vic Billings who was Dusty’s manager and they were just trying to
break Kiki. So the record company said they wanted me to go back to Decca and Michael had
never produced a record before but he knew what he wanted to do. Michael was responsible for ‘I
Want You To Be My Baby’ and ‘Angel Of The Morning’, he put it all together with the girls and they
let him produce it. He later went to America to work with Roberta Flack but he got ill and died in
1995, very sad. It just shows that, if you have a good ear, anybody can go in and produce stuff, if
you know what you want and which way you want to go. Very often you’re pushed into stuff that
you don’t really want to do, if you’re under contract, so you’re given stuff. I don’t think I’d do that
now as I know a lot more about the business and I’m set on what I’m doing now. I’m able to sing
different stuff; I like jazz and one of my early influences was Lena Horne and probably before all
the hits I was up in the Cabaret Club in Manchester following Ella Fitzgerald. They said I was too
young to sing cabaret but I was up there singing away.
In 1969/70 the album came out with ‘I Want You To Be My Baby’ but the record company had a
strike here so they didn’t press any more copies. It went into the charts at 40, I did Top Of The
Pops with it as it was selling about 10,000 a day so the strike killed it dead. I was getting phone
calls from Spain to get over there as the record was selling big although the record company
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hadn’t really done the promo on it and they thought I was a boy. Because of the Spanish territory,
it was big in South America and I was out there doing big concerts and Mar del Plata which is like
Eurovision but is the big film festival.
I had a small plane with the band, 15 on the plane, and there had been an electrical storm earlier.
We went up too early, the storm came back and, to paint a picture, the air hostess walks around
the plane and faints on the floor. She’d put the sweets down and the agent is so nervous he’s
eating all the sweets. I’m there looking out the window, as we couldn’t get above the storm as the
plane was so heavy with equipment and that was scary. A fascinating country and I absolutely
loved it.
I went to Brazil on the way back from Argentina where we were based - everybody had said I must
visit Brazil and I stayed there for about four months, ran out of money, went to the record company
there and asked for more. They put me on a couple of shows there. In Buenos Aires I remember
doing all the TV channels there in one day, about 13 of them, just changing and running into
another studio but it was exciting as I was the little Brit girl amongst all that. The record was selling
well in that territory and I was working with tango people, flamenco stars, the Great Antonio in
Madrid. I was also playing the ballrooms there and bumped into Ava Gardner who had a thing
about bullfighters. She’d go to all the bullfights and put her little hankie up if it was a bad kill.
Kay Garner was doing something in Acapulco with all the girls; the Ladybirds, Lynn Cornell. Kay
would go shopping, she called it her retail therapy, and one time a rehearsal was called. Lynn said
she knew where Kay was and went to get her at a clothes shop. Lynn got there and Kay was
standing there with a man who said that Kay was the same size as his wife so she was trying the
clothes on for him to buy. When Lynn asked, Kay had no idea who he was… Lynn told her it was
Bing Crosby. That night he invited them all back to his hotel after they finished the show and Kay
was there having dinner with Shirley MacLaine and her brother, Warren Beatty and they were all
intrigued with the girls.
I was backwards and forwards to the UK all the time. I lived in Barcelona for quite a long time,
backwards and forwards for two or three years and the agent was also in Barcelona so I wasn’t
here for quite a period. Then I started writing with Pierre Tubbs who had a hit with Maxine
Nightingale, a song I call ‘Get Right Back’ (‘Right Back Where We Started From’), which was a
number one throughout the world. Pierre was working at United Artists so I signed to them and put
some tracks out that went to Magnet Records, ‘Run Joey Run’ and a couple of other things and
then I started doing stuff with Albert Lee and things I’d written with Pierre and put that into practice.
I took the stuff elsewhere in the studio to do with Albert because I wanted to do it in a different way
and that’s still sitting there. We had a bit of a problem when somebody took the stuff in Sweden
and there were contract problems because suddenly the stuff’s out and it’s precious
I did a show recently at Eastleigh with Gidea Park and Iain Terry came in as Eric Haydock wasn’t
well. Gidea Park do all the Hollies harmonies stuff. A man came up and said he had two albums
with him and pointed out one had a different cover. What happened was we went to Decca and ‘I
Want You To Be My Baby’ was becoming huge in Spain and South America but they didn’t put the
album out. Dick Rowe was messing about so my husband/manager Alan went into Decca and
there’s the track, ready to go, on the desk. He took it, wrapped it up and we took it on the plane
and pressed it in Spain because they were messing about and we knew that we needed it out.
People were asking for it and there were tracks on it like ‘Billy Sunshine’ which they like on the
soul circuit.
What are your plans at the moment?
I’ve been dragged into the studio by Iain Terry and I’ve been working on some stuff with him. We
work really well together and this is Iain’s album ‘Night Rider. It’s really interesting working with
Iain as it’s put me back to the early roots of Rock'n'Roll which is what Billie was all about in the
beginning. Now we’re going in to do some really early stuff, a really bluesy B B King number I
really like ‘Jump With You Baby’. There’s a strange track on the album, ‘It’s A Long Way From
Amarillo’ in that a few people went in to do the vocal and couldn’t quite “get it”. Country harmonies
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and country rock are quite different - Merle Haggard and people like that are
quite different from how we perceive Rock'n'Roll but how do you define it?
I’m also working along with other people writing stuff - the Rick Avery band.
I’m working with a new show, A Fistful Of Strings, with Iain and Alan
Warner, the original guitar player with the Foundation, it’s a new show with
two girls. The Lincoln festival is coming up and then I’m going to Malta to
perform for the Noah’s Ark to raise money for the animals in Malta. A friend
that lives there is organising three concerts to raise money.
Thank you for that Billie, that’s been wonderful, I hope you enjoyed it.
It just takes you back.

Hi folks, I’m Jeff Two-Tone Boogie aka AWGH; Jeff Two-Tone Boogie is my DJ name, AWGH is
the name I use to sign all my written articles.
I recently made contact with Keith Woods of TFTW with interest in the society and to discuss if we
could possible work together. CJRO Records is my record company, I guess some of you will
have heard of the company as we have been running for around 12 years and a few months ago
Big John Carter and I worked together on a double CD album on the subject of Boogie Woogie.
Yes, there will soon be a follow up double disc album from Big John and I so watch this space.
So about myself – born in 1960 my first real contact/involvement with music was when at five
years I started to play violin. This progressed to a point in life when I found the three things most
young people are looking for, Sex, Drugs and Rock’n’Roll. Well I soon learnt that the drugs were
no good for me; sex, well like most young lads that was left in the mind with the occasional kiss
and cuddle from a short term girlfriend. Rock’n’Roll however was IT, giving me an identity, an
excitement and something to look forward to, something to talk about and find out about. Playing
my dad’s records when I could, I soon went out to my first local club where, lo and behold, the DJ
introduced us to even more Rock’n’Roll along with Rockabilly; from then on life was all about the
music, the clothes and the scene. It was not until the age of 16 when I helped a friend with some
DJing at a small club in Eltham, South London, and then a few DJ sets here and there just to help
out. Life soon took a big right hand turn when my current wife Johann and I got married and
started a family. During this period of life my energies were spent supporting my family, and it is
only since our two children grew up got married and started their own families that my time
working in the music industry has grown to a point where it is now all I do.
I run CJRO Records, our catalogue at the moment stands at 96 CD albums which contain rerelease music from the 1920s through to the late 1950s. We also have eight modern artist/band
CD albums with artists such as The Hep Chaps, Natty Congeroo and The Flames of Rhythm,
Luna Nightingale, The Mississippi Swamp Dogs etc. We recently moved into publishing 45rpm
vinyl of which we have six in our catalogue, two x Jackson Sloan, The Houserockers, Huelyn
Duvall with Long John and the Ballroom Kings, Ronnie Hawkins and Charlie Feathers. Along with
running CJRO Records I also DJ quiet a lot and write articles for the 1940s Society magazine
about British stars/artists of the Big Band era.
After a couple of meetings with Keith I offered to let Keith use my articles in TFTW magazine, and
have offered to also research and write for TFTW magazine articles about more modern artists.
Well, for now TTFN and hopefully we will all meet sometime soon. Take care everyone and Keep
Rockin’
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This article came about after reading part of a small booklet that I found in my
archives. The booklet with extensive damage is incomplete and I have no idea
where it came from, quite possibly something that was in a collection of books
and/or records that I purchased in the past. With references to Primo Scala,
and with a few old 78rpm records with that name on, I decided to write an
article on Primo Scala, the said article soon turned into this completed article
all about British Accordion Bands.
Don Porto, Rossini, Primo Scala (all three previous names were aliases of
Harry Bidgood), Eric Winstone, Billy Reid and George Scott-Wood are just a
few of the talented people associated with accordion and piano-accordion
bands during the 1930s and 1940s music and dance scene.
Accordion bands really took hold in the early 1930s (when the cinema organ was used in many
new picture houses) and the public soon found that they could experience a similar sound from
piano-accordion and accordion bands in the various luxurious dance halls around the country and
a new style of music emerged. The new dance hall accordion soon took over from the ukulele, this
new style and public need was soon picked up on by Harry Bidgood. As noted above Harry
recorded with accordion bands under three names, Don Porto, Rossini and Primo Scala, with
Primo Scala being the most famous. Each alias and his players would use the accordion to
produce different styles and sounds for the newly aware public. By 1933 the piano-accordion
(affectionately known as a “Squeeze Box”) was available in various sizes and with three to four of
these replacing the front line melody making instruments of a conventional band the sound
produced was as good as, if not better than, the original front line.
Major record labels started to produce
recordings of this new genre, one of the first
to appear on record was Don Porto and his
Novelty Accordions who appeared on the 8”
Eclipse records, of which I have a few and
the recordings are in general very good
quality. When the 8” was phased out in
favour of the 9” Crown records a new name
started to emerge on the scene. Rossini’s Accordions soon became very popular with the record
buying public as well as those that attended the various London and Manchester dance halls. At
around this time the more upmarket 10” Rex label records were selling at one shilling each and the
Latin-sounding Primo Scala and His Accordion Band were the Rex label’s band, of which I also
have a few of these. Out of the three record labels mentioned the Rex were the very best quality
recordings and bands. By mid 1935 and with accompanying vocalists such as Vera Lynn, Cavan
O’Conner, Pat O’Malley, Donald Peers, Dan Donovan and the much loved Sam Costa the
accordion had arrived on the music scene and had a secure hold on much of the music loving
public.
Many of the public did not realise that the three bands named above were really the same band
working under the same leader but playing and producing slightly different styles of the same
genre of music. These three bands were directed by Harry Bidgood, a Londoner born in 1898.
Starting his musical career as a pianist with the De Groot Orchestra at The Piccadilly Hotel and
soon after becoming recording manager for Vocalion, Harry soon (1932) moved across to rival
firm, Crystalate. Between the years of 1925 and 1937 Harry had made hundreds or recordings
with his conventional dance band, also recording and performing under various aliases. Don Porto
and Rossini soon disappeared from sight and sound with Harry’s much loved and very popular
Primo Scala taking a strong hold as the leader of the best accordion band around. When Harry
died in 1957 he was better remembered as the exotic Italian Primo Scala rather than as the British
Londoner Harry Bidgood.
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There were however many other accordion bands but only one came as a
close rival to the Primo Scala outfit, The London Piano-Accordion Band,
this band was led mainly by Billy Reid (1092 to 1974). In between Billy’s
various sittings as leader there were other leaders such as Eric Winstone
and George Scott-Wood. Billy’s band often played with female vocalist
Dorothy Squires, Billy finally left the band to concentrate more on music
composing and publishing.
The multi-talented George ScottWood (1903 to 1978) recorded
several tracks with the band on the
Regal Zonophone label between 1934 and 1940, male
vocalist Sam Brown appeared on many of these recordings.
During his time with this band he also busied himself with his
own very popular Jazz Band The Six Swingers and their
recordings and radio shows (The Six Swingers just happen
to be a favourite of mine with many of their recordings in my
collection, in 78rpm, 33rpm and CD formats). George also
found time to perform with various bands despite his very
heavy work load. During the war, Eric Winstone (1915 to
1974) was very popular as a solo accordionist and with his
swing quartet where he was supported by bass, guitar and
vibraphone, recording for the Regal record label. Eric also
had his own big band and made many recordings with them,
keeping his smaller outfit for radio broadcasts.
So we come to the end of this fairly short Musical Missive, I have to start thinking about and
working on the next article. So I say chi-re-o my dear friends with the thought that sometime soon
you will be reading another of the 1940 Societies’ Musical Missive articles. Goodnight.
This link will take you to a set of three Primo Scala recordings; ENJOY.

Rock’n’Roll on RADIO CAROLINE
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
Between 7pm & 10pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson & guests!
TO LISTEN ON BROADBAND INTERNET THEN GO TO
OUR WEBSITE AT
www.radiocaroline.co.uk
To tune in your web enabled equipment, go here

The Boat That (still) Rocks!
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It is 1956. A friend who worked with me in Liverpool Public Libraries asked whether I would like to
go for a drive with him and another friend. The road we would be travelling on was the A580 (“The
East Lancs Road.”), the first intercity highway (before motorways).
He had a Jaguar (see illustration). At a recent auction,
they were asking $122,500 (£95,000) for it! I can still
remember the wild whoop of delight from him as he hit
the magic 100mph. No speed limits then, no traffic and
no seat belts, either! I am a nervous passenger but
even I was thrilled by the power and acceleration of the
car.
Although I cannot drive, I enjoy watching programmes
like “Top Gear” and “Wheeler Dealers”. You will often
hear the presenters saying things like “this is a car that
is fun to drive” or “it's a driver's car” (obviously) I am
also puzzled by the obsession with 0-60 times. What
about the spare 10mph?
It is the look of cars that I am most interested in. For me, the most beautiful body shapes were the
1952 Jaguar XK 120 and the 1956 Bentley Continental. Both were poetry in steel and, artistically,
have never been surpassed.

Those were the days when cars did not have silly names like the Mongolian Ping Pong, the
Australian Kangaroo Cruiser (it saves on tyre wear!) and the luxury version of the Lada – (the Ladi-da). Mind you, the Americans did have the Dodge.
Who could improve on the mouth-watering opulence of the name: Isotta Fraschini? That to me
suggests a beautiful, foreign spy and one of James Bond's many conquests. You will recall the
Aston Martin DB5 and its various gadgets, one of which was a passenger ejector seat. This,
however, was not intended for Mr Bond's enemies but for girl-friends he had tired of.
After a quick seduction, he would suggest that they go for a drive in the country. First, he would
hand her a sealed envelope. Inside would be a note saying: “Sorry, Izzy. I get bored easily. Have a
good flight. Love, Jimmy.” He would then press a button and the girl would fly through the air with
the greatest of ease (a small parachute would be attached to the seat – Bond did have his tender
side.)
She would call at the local police station and complain. The officers would first roll all over the
floor, laughing hysterically. Then, they would escort her to the door and warn her that if she told
them any more fantastic stories, she would be fined for wasting police time.
Something just as fantastic was the comment made by a specialist car company about the Jaguar
E-type. “We can iron out its little faults for £100,000.”(!) 100,000 was also the number of suits
owned by Harley Earl, the Design boss of General Motors. He designed the fabulous fins of the
1959 Cadillac, the world's craziest car.
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By coincidence, as I was writing this article, two separate TV programmes were broadcast on
developments in motoring. One dealt with advances in creating an electric car that would
eventually take over from vehicles using conventional fuels. The other described how near we
were to introducing a completely self-driving car.
I think both were missing the point: there are far too many cars on the road and the reason is that
there are far too many people! As many writers have been telling us for years: in this overcrowded
country, the age of private motoring is over! We just cannot go on flooding motorways with tons of
metal boxes, mostly containing one or two people. Nor can the motor industry keep building cars
that can reach 100 mph plus when at rush hours they can only crawl along at 25mph.
Lots of motoring programmes like to feature high-powered cars roaring along deserted, empty
roads or country lanes which are devoid of any traffic. Where are
these nostalgic highways?
The car also ruins beauty spots, too. Picturesque villages and holiday
resorts are choked with traffic and the character of the countryside is
changed forever.
So what is the answer? Compulsory birth-control? World War III?
Bring back the horse?
I don't know. I just hope it won't be the Sinclair C5!
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Flight of Fancy
In the aviation world, United Arab Airlines, or UAA, was generally known as Use
Another Airline. Now another airline is vying to use the title of Use Another Airline,
even if the initials are slightly less satisfying.
That airline is the money-grubbing, irritating inefficient Ryanair, an outfit I have
long ago learned to avoid at all cost. So how did I end up a victim once more of
their shabby treatment of their passengers, or captives, as I like to characterise
them?
I booked a package holiday with the delightful people at Broadway Travel, an allinclusive week long holiday in sunny Gran Canaria, with the reasonable price
including flights, airport transfers, food and drink.
It was only when I had paid and details were sent to me
that I discovered Broadway Travel, on this occasion,
had partnered with Ryanair, who had caused me such
problems in the past that on one trip to Frankfurt on
business, I preferred to pay Lufthansa for my return
journey to London rather than suffer the Ryanair return for which I had already
paid.
This year alone I have flown with easyJet twice, with Delta Airlines, and with Air
France, without problems. The people who booked together, sit together, as you
might expect. With Ryanair, you must pay extra to sit next to the person you might
reasonably expect to be your travelling companion, in this case, my wife.
The problems started early, when I attempted to print out my four boarding cards,
one each for myself and my wife on the outward journey, and two more for the
return journey.
If you don't buy any extras, like specified seats, priority boarding, or hold luggage,
you find yourself in a loop, unable to continue, no doubt to persuade you, much like
that double glazing salesman who won't leave your house after four hours, that the
easy way out is just to say: “Yes” and cough up the money.
As a matter of principle, I won't pay extras, since I have a contract with Broadway
Travel, and have paid, in advance, the total cost of the holiday.
Hours later, I succeeded in printing out the two boarding cards for the outward
journey, using what Ryanair refer to as random seat allocation, which ensures that
we as a pair are totally separated.
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The boarding cards for the return journey cannot be printed out until four days
before departure according to Ryanair rules, which is completely out of step with
every other airline I have ever used. Thirty days is more normal.
For no known reason, I am instructed that I cannot retain the boarding card on the
device it was downloaded to, in this case my laptop, but must print it out and supply
a hard copy. Goodness knows how much Ryanair charge if you arrive at the
departure lounge without a boarding card already printed. It doesn't bear thinking
about.
So my wife and I board the Boeing 737 at Stansted airport and find our separate
seats. There are three rows on either side of the gangway, and my two fellow
travellers on my side of the plane have also been separated from their companions.
Inquiries reveal that the passengers on the other side of the aisle have had the
same experience. Why? For the sake of a few extra quid for Ryanair which it seems
many passengers are declining to pay. Who can blame them?
Great hotel, good position, superb food, wonderful weather, and it's now four days
until our departure. The hotel in our small resort does not have a business suite, or
a computer for public use. I have not lugged my laptop with me on holiday.
So, a ten minute bus ride to the neighbouring, larger resort to find an internet cafe.
However, the only one we can find does not have their computers linked to a
printer, so that's no good either. Only thing for it is to take an hour long bus ride at
a cost of 32 Euros back to the airport, and use Ryanair's stand-alone check-in
machine. Except the first one we find has a hand-written notice saying its printer
does not work.
So far, so bad, but it gets worse. To print out each boarding card cost three Euros
more, and that must be in coin. The machine claims it is printing out three pages,
but only one comes out. The Ryanair desk is deserted, like much of Las Palmas
airport on this Sunday lunchtime.
We have paid for 20 minutes of computer time but before the print-out can be
supplied, we have timed out, so more coin has to be inserted. We finally get our
boarding cards, having wasted much of the day.
So, here we are, back on the Boeing to fly back to London. The flight is delayed by
an hour without explanation, par for the course.
But wait, what's this? My wife has an empty seat next to her! So it would have been
the easiest thing in the world for the computer to allocate neighbouring seats, but
is programmed to ensure this doesn't happen. Unless you pay. So I abandon my
booked seat, and join her.
I am informing Broadway Travel that their partner airline are using Broadway's
customers to make extra money without sharing any of the proceeds, and that I
suggest they partner with another airline.
I will also be alerting TripAdvisor, and a number of newspapers and magazines for
whom I supply copy.
Oh, and one more thing. I will never, ever use Ryanair again, and if their name
turns up as the airline nominated as part of a package, I will cancel the whole trip.
Be warned.
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Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.
Sunday, June 04, 2017
One Love Manchester
I don't have much interest in today's pop music. Most of it is sterile and dull compared with what I
grew up with. I found myself watching the One Love Manchester concert tonight partly because I
used to live in Manchester and worked at the Co-Op HQ across the road from where the suicide
bomber blew himself up and therefore felt a connection, but also because it was a chance to see
quite a few of today's pop stars live all at once, as it were.
To be honest, I had never heard of Ariana Grande
before the terrible incident two weeks ago. Most of the
others, such as Miley Cyrus, Marcus Mumford, Pharrell
Williams, Little Mix, Usher and Katy Perry I have heard
of but know little about, although some of their records
are well known. And, of course I am only too familiar
with the likes of Coldplay, Robbie Williams and Justin
Bieber. All of them did just one or two numbers and
were received ecstatically by the crowd.
The many video contributions from artists as famous as
Stevie Wonder and Sir Paul, and many others who are
way off my radar, all of them 'standing with
Manchester' added to the excitement for the 50,000
people at Old Trafford cricket ground, who showed
that, far from being cowed by the atrocity, it had
brought them together like never before. I've always
liked Don't Look Back In Anger, and Chris Martin
did it well. I was wondering where Manchester's
most famous band Oasis were, but fortunately Liam
Gallagher turned up, even if the rumoured reunion
didn't take place.
Following last night's atrocity in London the concert
had an extra edge for many people, including me. I
also worked just to the north of London Bridge in
Lombard Street for many years and know Borough Market well.
Whether events like this have any impact on the maniacs who cause such destruction is doubtful.
But I think it is important that life goes on as normal regardless of these evil individuals. We cannot
let them impact on our way of life. So congratulations to Ariana and all the other artists who
appeared at very short notice. And to the people of Manchester of course.
Sunday, June 18, 2017
2nd Blackpool International Soul Festival
The Impressions have always been my favourite soul group, so it's sad that they have now played
their last ever UK show. But what a show it was. They headlined on day one of the Second
Blackpool International Soul Festival at the Winter Gardens and were on superlative form. Long28

time members Fred Cash and Sam Gooden were joined by a new young lead singer Jermaine
Purifory (pictured below right), who has replaced Reggie Torian, who died last year. He has the
looks of a young Sam Cooke or Eddie Kendricks and a voice that fits in perfectly with the
traditional smooth harmonies at which the Impressions have always excelled.

Backed by the excellent Snake Davis Band, they ran through many of their back catalogue from
the Curtis Mayfield era, including I Can't Satisfy, Woman's Got Soul and Nothing Can Stop Me.
Fred took the lead on You've Been Cheating, but mostly it was the new boy who took that role with
strong support from Fred and Sam, and fulfilled it to perfection. The inspirational Choice of Colors
was included, along with This Is My Country, I Need You, I've Been Trying, Stay Close To Me and
You Ought To Be In Heaven. There was no It's Alright, Amen or People Get Ready, but the
encore, inevitably, was Move On Up, which brought a tremendous response from the large soul
loving audience in the Empress Ballroom.
The group members seemed to be enjoying themselves throughout, which makes it all the sadder
that this final show should also be Jermaine's first in the UK. With his looks and voice he will surely
go on to big things as a solo artist. All three of them spent several minutes after their set shaking
hands with anyone they could, their faces beaming with huge smiles. The end of an era, but a
great way to go out
As soul shows goes this was among the very best, but it was
equalled the following night by Little Anthony, performing a full set
for the first time in the UK apparently. Sounding very much as he
did when his career began in the fifties, with a light but strong
voice and a range which is still very much intact, his set was short
but excellent. All his major hits with the Imperials were included,
beginning with Tears On My Pillow from 1958. His set was nicely
balanced with up tempo numbers such as Gonna Fix You Good,
doowop with Shimmy Shimmy Ko Ko Bop, classics such as I'm On
The Outside Looking In, dramatic ballads such as It Hurts So Bad
and It's Not The Same and the beautiful Going Out Of My Head.
He left the stage just 30 minutes after arriving, but returned to sing
the Northern Soul favourite Better Use Your Head. So, only eight
numbers in total, but all performed brilliantly and I don't think
anyone felt short changed. This was a class act and a real
pleasure.
One of the attractions at this year's festival was a chance to hear from Georgia-born George Kerr
(pictured below with US music fan Noah Schaffer on his latest UK visit), an arranger and producer
who was the man behind many Northern soul favourites by the likes of Linda Jones, the Shirelles.
the O'Jays, Edwin Starr and many others. Interviewed by Kev Roberts, he proved to be an
interesting interviewee, with detailed recall of his origins in New Jersey, time at Motown in the
sixties, work with Jerry Ragavoy, prison recordings with the Escorts, a vocal group comprising
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long term inmates, and brushes with gangsters such as
Maurice Levy and Joe Robinson of All Platinum. He came
across as an engaging guy, who did everything wrong from a
musical point of view but somehow made records that sounded
great. Afterwards he signed copies of a typescript memoir
which was also available as an audio book.
This festival looks destined to become a regular feature of the
soul calendar and a star studded line up has already been
announced for next year, including Patti Austin, Margie Joseph
and Ann Sexton. The Winter Gardens is a perfect venue, with
six rooms specialising in different types of soul, including crossover, modern and mod, ska and
reggae. The attraction for many is the dancing, and there are many fine exponents of the Northern
soul style, including a couple of guys in sleeveless T shirts and loon pants, who constantly spun
round at excessive speed. Very dizzying. This year's festival sold out several weeks ago, so don't
leave it too late to get your tickets for 2018.
Saturday, May 13, 2017
Buddy Holly: Rave On BBC4
It's sixty years since Buddy Holly and the Crickets burst upon the world with That'll Be The Day. In
just 18 months Buddy produced a string of ground breaking and highly influential records that still
resonate today. The story of his life and death has been covered many times, so I was sceptical
about last night's BBC4 documentary Buddy Holly: Rave On. In fact it was remarkably good, with
contributions from just about everyone with a connection to Buddy who is still alive, including his
widow Maria Elena, his brother Larry, Jerry Allison, Sonny Curtis and Sonny West, who co-wrote
and recorded Rave On and Oh Boy. One of the most telling contributions came from Dion, who
turned down the chance of taking the ill-fated flight that killed Buddy, Ritchie Valens and the Big
Bopper because of the cost - 36 dollars was a month's rent, he said. After travelling on the tour
bus and hearing of the accident Dion went back to the bus to think, surrounded by the trio's
possessions, including Buddy's guitar, Ritchie's jacket and the Bopper's hat.
Buddy's rise to fame from Lubbock via an unsuccessful set of
recordings for Decca in Nashville and the Crickets'
breakthrough relationship with Norman Petty in Clovis was well
documented. Buddy's unconventional dampening effect on his
Fender Stratocaster which gave his guitar work its unique
sound was explained by Brian May. That'll Be The Day, on tri
centre Coral, was the seventh record that he bought, he said,
as he thumbed through his record box. Buddy's adoption of
thick rimmed glasses was encouraged by the Everly Brothers,
according to Don Everly, and there were contributions too from
Duane Eddy, Paul Anka, Hank Marvin, Bob Harris and Don
Mclean, who inevitably spoke about his song about 'The day
the music died'. After recording with strings as a solo artist in
New York who knows how Buddy's career might have developed. But it seems that financially his
relationship with Petty had not gone well which led to him taking part in the Winter Dance Party
tour. Maria Elena didn't travel with him as she was pregnant, later losing the baby. The plane
crash was a sad end to an extraordinary and all too short career.
Buddy Holly and the Crickets toured the UK in 1958 but I was just a year or two too young to go to
any of the shows so I never saw him in person. However I will never forget their appearance live
on Sunday Night at the London Palladium, when they performed That'll Be The Day, Peggy Sue
and Oh Boy. The first LP I owned was The Buddy Holly Story which I played endlessly.
Nick Cobban
As usual, TFTW would like to thank Nick for allowing us to borrow (steal?) his articles
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The biggest disappointment was the absence of Sonny Burgess
who was taken ill, with rumors of a heart attack circulating. The
original Pacers’ drummer, Bobby Crafford, was there, and Rip
Masters did an extra set with him and Some Like It Hot, plus
extra musicians. They did some of Sonny's songs such as 'We
Wanna Boogie'. I listened to some of this set then rushed over to
the other hall to catch most of French group Corrupted do their
brilliant set, with Yann on lead guitar and vocals and a wildly
enthusiastic audience.
Other highlights of the Weekender for me
were the fabulous Kingcats. I love their
'Knock, Knock, Rattle' which they performed,
as well as 'Promised Land' and a great,
rockin' 'Whole Lotta Shakin' Goin' On'. This
band is always good. Also Sandy Ford's
Flying Saucers playing on the outside
stage. Sandy always varies his sets, so
never repetitive. My favorite group, Crazy
Cavan & The Rhythm Rockers, attracted an
even wilder crowd than usual down the front;
at one point it almost led to a punch-up as
some Teds were getting too boisterous in
pushing each other about in the excitement.
Of course a lot of us ended up on the stage
with Cavan as usual, a WCIT tradition now.
Johnny Powers on the Friday evening
did a powerful set (excuse the pun!)
including of course 'Long Blond Hair',
and Rip Masters on the Sunday was
great on piano, guitar and vocals. I
didn't write down any of the songs
performed over the weekend, but it was
great to hear along with the rockin' stuff
things like 'You Win Again' and 'Have I
Told You Lately That I Love You?'. I
can't honestly remember now who sung
these, it was over a week ago.
Also on the outside stage, first time for this
due to the hot weather no doubt, were the
fantastic Spunyboys from France. Singer
Remi, with his gravity-defying quiff, did his
usual acrobatics with his double-bass, and
they performed some Crazy Cavan songs to the delight of the crowd. An
extremely energetic performance as always.
Black Raven from Germany, dressed in Teddy-boy suits, were the first act
I saw on the Thursday. They were also very good. A young lady, I forget
her name, guested with Corrupted and another band doing a great version
of Brenda Lee's 'Let's Jump The Broomstick'. The only other female
singer, this one on the bill, was Sue Moreno from the Netherlands.
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Although I only caught the end of her set she had a great voice, and from her accent I thought she
was American till I checked the program.
The still young lead guitarist with family group The Fireballs (dad and his two sons) never fails to
amaze. Lucas & The Dynamos were another regular favorite band of mine on this weekend.
Saturday afternoon's Beach Party with hot
sun in a near cloudless blue sky and Mad
Andy on the decks was great. The sea was a
little rough, but a few brave souls managed
to swim among the huge waves. Sunday

was the traditional car cruise with some amazing
American 1950s cars, many sporting Rebel Flags,
and the Lowestoft Mayor was in attendance as
usual with the American headliners. I pitied the
Mayor in his heavy robes on such a hot day, but
he had a jive and even consented to pose with a
large Rebel Flag for a photo.
It has to be said as fewer original rockers are available to perform
as the years pass, Weekenders are more dependent on revival
groups and tribute acts. We had two of the latter at this
Weekender. American Travis Le Doyt
who's a dead ringer in looks and vocals
for the 1950’s Elvis, and from the UK
Danny Reno who is the reincarnation of
The Big O, Roy Orbison. A wonderful
performance by Danny, recreating Roy's
sound with those great ballads and some
of the early Rock’n’Roll songs. 'California
Blue' is a less well-known song of Roy's
which Danny performed well, along with
'In Dreams', 'Running Scared', 'Penny
Arcade' and 'Pretty Woman'. Also 'Go,
Go, Go' which is in fact 'Down The Line'
written by Orbison and re-titled on Jerry
Lee's version.
It was a great weekend as usual, with many staying in an overflow camp down the road. Ritchie,
Kathy and crew are to be congratulated once again for a fantastic Weekender.
Linda Gail Lewis is on at the Xmas Wildest Cats In Town November 23rd-27th, along with Marty
Wilde and Si Cranstoun, and many other groups.
I stayed on at Pontins, with a few other Weekender guests, for their regular mid-week break. On
the Wednesday a guy came up to me and asked if I was Tony Papard. He had met me at a Jerry
Lee show with his dad when he was a little kid, and last saw me at the Cambridge Theater for the
'Great Balls of Fire' musical - I was wearing the t-shirt from this show that night which helped him
recognize me. He introduced himself as Adrian Watson, son of the late Brian Watson who was a
great Jerry Lee fan.
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Adrian has loads of photos taken by his dad of Jerry Lee concerts in the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s.
I remember at one of the shows I calculated Brian had taken three photos a minute, so about 180
photos for a one hour show.
If anyone is interested in buying any of these photos you can contact Adrian on 0753 562 1114.
Brian and his wife Carol stayed at our flat when they came to London for the Wembley Country
Music Festivals. Carol commiserated with my partner about living with a Jerry Lee fan, but claimed
she had it worse as Brian was playing Jerry Lee at full volume in one room while Adrian was
playing Heavy Metal in another room. Poor Carol. Adrian videoed me boppin' and sent it to her,
and she said I was a real rocker.
Here's to the next Weekender I go to, wherever that may be.
Tony Papard

For Cool Cats and Shabby Tabbies
Paul Barrett Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

Darrel Higham & The Enforcers - Rebel Dean & Band - Bo Walton & Band - Matchbox
The Jets - Lucas & The Dynamos - Crazy Cavan & The Rhythm Rockers - Johnny & The
Jailbirds - Jackson Sloan & Band.
By arrangement: Mike Sanchez - Si Cranstoun.
From the USA: Linda Gail Lewis - Charlie Gracie - Jack Scott - Robert Gordon.
From Germany: formally The Lennerockers now The Lennebrothers plus the cream of The
International Bop Crop and the Coolest of Cool.

FOR THE BEST IN THE BIG BEAT
Better call Paul on (UK) 02920 704279
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com
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Do you remember Wild Willy Barrett? He came to a sort of fame
when he paired up with John Otway and had some chart success.
He lives near me on the Grand Union Canal in a narrow boat and
when he was ‘wild’ I often saw him at hippy parties and in a local
pub at Mentmore (the Stag) where, with some of his drinking
buddies, they formed a skiffle group and played for free. (Well,
perhaps a few pints!) He was a very good guitarist, able to play
fiddle, slide guitar, banjo and pedal steel guitar equally well.
He considered himself a wood carver/carpenter who played an instrument and he was very good
at making furniture. But really he enjoyed the ‘free’ life on his boat and doing what he pleased. He
formed several rather unusual groups and hated amplified music so all those early bands were
essentially acoustic. I once booked his ‘ensemble’ for a French twinner’s visit (when I was
chairman of that twinning organisation) and he arrived with a harmonium, cardboard boxes
(drums) and an upright bass, his assorted stringed instruments, a settee and a huge Great Dane
dog. Then he and the rest of this assorted crew played old fashioned Folk and Blue Grass music
and the French loved it. The dog, by the way, took up centre stage laid out on the settee and all
the kids were invited up to fondle and pet him throughout the show and he hardly moved a muscle,
quite the tamest huge dog I have ever seen.(Willy named one of his groups ‘Sleeping Dogz’)
He was equally at home with Folk, Blues, Pop, Punk, Rock, Gypsy Jazz, Spanish and Reggae and
a master of all he played.

Who did I last see?

After the above preamble, who else but Wild Willy Barrett’s French
Connection. I saw these at my local club in Aylesbury (where I see the Blues bands) and although
not Blues it came close at times. Their music as they describe it; ‘From a cafe in Paris via a hoolie
in Dublin to a night out in New Orleans with rip-roaring fiddle and banjo’’
They also say; ‘’Imagine stumbling across a smoky back
street bar late night jam, Django Reinhardt and the Pogues
with Stephan Grappelli then Tom Waits joins in’’… this is
French Connection. I agree with these descriptions, there is
nothing on the road quite like them
The band. Willy saw Mary Holland playing cello with a bellydancing troupe outside a pub near Tring where his narrow
boat was moored. He asked her to join his band and
subsequently married her. She used the cello as a bass by
plucking it or bowing it properly. She also plays the
harmonium and occasionally slaps a box for percussion
Willy (actually born Roger John in 1950) has a fine resumé having played with George Hamilton
IV, Bert Jansch, John Redbourn, Gordon Giltrap, Ralph McTell, Sly & Robbie and John Otway
(who was also local at the time). He appears happy to withdraw and get back to his carving and
woodwork at which he is very good.
John Devine is a master of the Uilleann pipes (the ones where there is no mouthpiece and the bag
is inflated by using the right elbow linked to it). He also plays whistle and fiddle and sometimes
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provides the rhythm’s beat on an old heavily decorated piece of Timpani. He is proud to point out
that he has played at Buckingham Palace before the Queen as part of an Irish State Visit.
Last but not least is the beautiful Aurora Colson whose lovely voice takes most of the vocals.
Originally from Nancy, France and with a delicious French accent she takes the brunt of Willy’s dry
humour and appears not to understand it. She plays harmonium when required and has obviously
introduced a lot of old but then popular French songs to the mix.
Willy’s dry humour worked very much for me. While introducing a song called ‘Barcelona’ by Mary
Holland, he said she had struggled to fit in the four syllables of the title so she finally called it
‘Madrid’!
I must say the arrangement of each tune was excellent and I really enjoyed the whole show. Willy
didn’t introduce many of the songs and instrumentals but just said a few words about nothing in
particular then got on with the next number.
I was amazed to hear their first song which was a Breton folk song and one I had on a CD by
Nantes group Tri Yann (Three Johns) and one of their, and my, favourites. Then followed a
Spanish guitar intro to a spaghetti western comic song with some mighty Spanish style solos then
an ‘advert’ for his CDs on sale where he found it strange that they usually finished up with more
CDs than they started! He announced the next tune which was not on their CD, called ‘Rhythm in
my Blues’ which was a Django Reinhardt style number sung by Aurora in English then in French.
A comic verbal intro followed by a wonderful poignant cello and whistle duet led us into the next
ballad with an Uilleann pipe solo. Next was a bit of Blue Grass banjo with harmonium, ‘box’ and
pipes then with John on fiddle and Mary on cello came the ‘Barcelona/Madrid’ song. A ‘fairy tale’
style song was then sung by Mary in a tango rhythm and great cello solo. A French ho-down tune
followed giving everybody a chance to shine and the substantial audience to clap along.
The show continued in a similar vein with a variety of styles and Willy’s humour. Medleys followed,
cutting into several well-known French singers’ songs (Edith Piaf, Jacques Brel, Charles Trenet,
Francoise Hardy and even Brigitte Bardot). Not Blues, I know, but if you get a chance, go and see
this wonderful group of entertainers

Lists: Another year, another list from the American Blues Foundation awards for 2017. Here are
the winners.
Acoustic album: ‘The Happiest Man In The World’ by Eric Bibb
Acoustic Artist: ‘Doug MacLeod’
Blues Album: ‘Porcupine Meat’ by Bobby Rush
Band: ‘Tedeschi Trucks Band’
B.B.King Entertainer: ‘Joe Bonamassa’
Best Emerging Artist Album: ‘Tengo Blues’ by John Del Toro Richardson
Contemporary Blues Album: ‘Bloodline’ by Kenny Neal
Contemporary Blues Female Artist: ‘Susan Tedeschi’
Contemporary Blues Male Artist: ‘Kenny Neal’
Historical Album: ‘Chicken Heads – A 50 Year History of Bobby Rush’
Bass Player: ‘Biscuit Miller’
Drums: ‘Cedric Burnside’
Guitar: Joe Bonamassa’
Harmonica: ‘Kim Wilson’
Horn: ‘Terry Hanck’
Koko Taylor Award (Traditional Blues Female Artist): ‘Diunna Greenleaf’
Pinetop Perkins Piano Player: ‘Victor Wainwright’
Rock/Blues Album: ‘Let Me Get By’ by Tedeschi Trucks Band
Song: ‘Walk a Mile in my Blues’ (Duncan, Salgado, Finnigan) sung by Curtis Salgado
Soul/Blues Album: ‘The Beautiful Lowdown’ by Curtis Salgado
Soul/Blues Female Artist: ‘Mavis Staples’
Soul/Blues Male Artist: ‘Curtis Salgado’
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Traditional Blues Album: ‘Can’t Shake That Feelin’ by Lurrie Bell
Traditional Blues Male Artist: ‘Bob Margolin’
If you were starting a contemporary and traditional Blues collection you wouldn’t do too badly to
start with this list. Most of the instrument winners run their own bands and guest on others. Victor
Wainwright has won this award and several others before and I will have to investigate one of his
albums as I particularly like contemporary piano Blues. I have stuff by Eric Bibb, (lovely gentle
Blues) Bobby Rush (see below), Tedeschi Trucks Band (play loud!),
Joe Bonamassa (guitar wizard), Kenny Neal (Blues which includes his family members), Kim
Wilson (Fabulous Thunderbirds), Curtis Salgado (super soul Blues), Mavis Staples (been going
forever!) and Lurrie Bell (true Blues) and all are worth a listen.

An A to Z of my favourite Blues Artists: Continuing with the Qs and Rs.
I searched my entire CD and Vinyl collection to find a ‘Q’ and found nobody who was a favourite.
Bonnie (Lynn) Raitt. This Blues singer, songwriter, guitarist was born
in 1949 and her most recent album, ‘Dig In Deep’ was her 20th solo
album in a career lasting 45 years. An inductee into The Rock And Roll
Hall of Fame in 2000, and with 10 Grammy awards, all her albums
have a consistency and an element of risk in the material she chooses.
Again, my Northumberland mate, Jack, introduced me to her by buying
me her 1990 CD, ‘The Bonnie Raitt Collection’, and with her distinctive
voice and wonderful bluesy slide guitar work, I immediately became a
big fan.
Rolling Stone magazine listed her in the 100 greatest singers of all time
and also the 100 greatest guitarists of all time.
The daughter of famous musical parents (John Raitt and his first wife
Margie Goddard) she was given a Stella guitar for Christmas at the age of 8. At 14, she became
interested in Blues music after hearing ‘Blues at Newport 1963’. She went to Harvard but started
playing guitar and singing with many of the Blues greats, Warner Bros records got to hear of her
and signed her up for her first album in 1971.
She is, I feel, one of the great unknowns and has appeared on many soundtracks and other
people’s albums. I have seen her a few times and find her profile, with red hair and the big brown
Fender Stratocaster, is as exciting to watch as she is to listen to.
Leon Russell. (Claude Russell Bridges born 1942 in Tulsa
Oklahoma, died November 2016 in his sleep). I think Leon came
first into general notice when he organised and played piano and
guitar on Joe Cocker’s 1970 ‘Mad Dogs and Englishmen’ tour, film
and album.
However, much earlier he started his career as a 17 year old (1959)
on the road with Jerry Lee Lewis. He had moved to Los Angeles
and became a very sought-after session piano/guitarist playing for
the Byrds and on the Ronettes’ ‘Be My Baby’ and Ike and Tina’s
‘River Deep, Mountain High’ He then joined Delaney and Bonnie
and Friends (with Eric Clapton) and also worked with Bob Dylan,
Frank Sinatra, The Rolling Stones, George Harrison, The Beach Boys, Sam Cooke and Willie
Nelson and many, many more.
His song writing earned him many awards but mostly when sung by other artists (Ray Charles,
The Carpenters, etc.)
I bought the ‘Mad Dogs’ album in 1972 but had already bought the ‘Leon Russell and the Shelter
People’ in 1971 and had played it to death. (I later bought the ‘Leon Russell’ (1970) and ‘Carney’
(1972) and played them all the time too.) I liked him for his broken southern states drawl vocals
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and his great piano playing. He was more R&B (old definition) than Blues but when he played the
Blues he was at his best. He made four country and blue-grass albums (amongst his 40 or so)
using the name Hank Wilson. Elton John toured with him in his early days and in 2010, found him
again and made a successful record with him, ‘The Union’ My daughter, knowing I was a Leon
fan, bought it for my birthday and again in 2014 bought me his new solo effort ‘Life Journey’. He
still sounded the same and played good piano! He was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame in 2011
I also like (Early) Rolling Stones, Roy Rogers (no, not him, a slide guitarist!), Jimmy Reed, Otis
Redding, Tom Rush and Bobby Rush (see below)

What was my last CD?

You may have been
waiting for this, Bobby Rush with ‘Porcupine Meat’. I
was in a French supermarket where they have a
huge media department and I like to browse the big
CD department as the French love Blues and R&B
and I always see stuff I would like but the brakes are
hard on as French CDs are much more expensive
than in the UK. I suppose I could always look, then
buy on line (which I’m afraid I often do) but I saw
this one and had to buy it. It was not a
disappointment. A cracking duck’s bum tight band
with a great big brass section and Rush’s fine tenor
voice and not a bad track on it, 12 in all. It’s no
wonder it won Best Blues Album in this year’s
American Blues awards (see above in Lists) It is an
album I would give 5 stars to even if one of the
tracks is called ‘Funk ‘o’ de Funk’!

What’s on my iPod?

’Muddy Water Blues’. From the album ‘Muddy Water Blues’ by Paul
Rodgers. This is a wonderfully contemporary approach
to a tribute album to Muddy Waters. It contains 14 tracks
of what was then thought to be Mr. Waters’ best material
played in a modern but Blues style way. I bought this
with a gift token in January 1995 after being invited to
lunch by a Hindu friend who was into Blues music and
always, when we visited for a first class Indian meal,
wowed me with something from his record collection.
This album has a second CD called ‘Paul Rodgers – A
History’ and contains six tracks, rerecorded versions
from his Free and Bad Company hits. The originals were
always going to be better but the Muddy tribute is a
beauty. I shall play it again now.
Dave Parker

PS. I have written this on holiday in France
and am enjoying very fine weather and
excellent food. I hope to get to ‘Blues Au
Chateau’ at La Cheze, in the Cote D’Amor
about 20 miles north of my holiday home
here in Morbehan, Brittany. It has 9 acts over
3 days and all their YouTube videos look first
class. Full report next issue.
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Champion Jack Dupree
By John Howard

Twenty four years after I first caught Champion Jack
Dupree's highly amusing act I was sitting in a bar in North
Rampart Street in New Orleans when a familiar figure
walked in.
This was April 1990, and Champion Jack was due to make
his return to the States to play the New Orleans Jazz and
Heritage Festival after an absence of 37 years. By chance,
he was staying in the same hotel where I was, The
Landmark French Quarter, and that was the reason for his
presence.
I was making my annual pilgrimage to JazzFest, and this was maybe my tenth visit to the Crescent
City to see the likes of Louisiana’s finest from Jerry Lee Lewis to Aaron Neville, from Tony Joe
White to Zachary Richard.
Someone at JazzFest HQ must have belatedly realised that New Orleans’ own boogie-woogie
pianist, the self-described last of the barrel-house players, was alive and well and available for
bookings. So I went over and introduced myself to Jack, and his charming German manager
Margaret. I was alone for the week, since the group of friends I was travelling with had headed into
the bayou country of south west Louisiana, where they planned to catch crawfish.
The Acadians, the French-speaking folk who populate the area, know how to make the best use of
their land. Forget cotton, this is rice-growing country, and in the flooded paddy fields they raise a
second crop of crawfish, also known as mud-bugs, which can give you a nasty nip if you don't
catch them before they catch you.
Meanwhile, you are knee-deep in cold muddy water. Me, and Champion Jack, preferred the bar to
bare-footing. The first thing he said to me was: “Shakespeare, he say, have another drink.” He
was much given to cod-Shakespeare quotes, both on and off stage.
Although he was born and raised in New Orleans, his long years initially in Halifax, Yorkshire, and
subsequently in Hanover, Germany, meant he had long forgotten the geography of The French
Quarter, the ancient and picturesque centre of the city.
My regular visits had taught me the location of the best bars and
cafes, the live music venues like Preservation Hall and Storyville,
the three former sites of Cosimo Matassa's legendary recording
studios, and what drinks to order at Brennan's bar and The Big
Kahuna.
I found myself bolted on to Champion Jack's entourage and in the
unusual position of an English guy showing a native New
Orleanian around his own birthplace.
Bit by bit over the next few days, Jack told me his story. Whether
he embroidered the facts or not, it was a startling tale. He believed
the Ku Klux Klan were responsible for the house fire that killed his parents, leaving him an orphan
at the age of one.
He knew Louis Armstrong at The Colored Waifs' Home, although Louis was ten years older. Jack
learned piano from a character known as Drive 'Em Down also known as Willie Hall, watching him
play in the clubs that would not have permitted the entry of a youngster had not the pianist said he
was his son.
The reason he had come to Europe in the first place was to play piano with Judy Garland at the
London Palladium.
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It was Joe Louis who introduced him to boxing, hence his nickname
“Champion”, winning more than 100 bouts and several Golden Gloves
titles.
I also became friendly with Jack's guitarist, a genial Dane named Kenn
Lending, who occupied a role much more than backing musician.
Travelling companion, best mate, always watching his boss' back in the
same way the Lovin' Spoonful’s John Sebastian travelled with Lightnin'
Hopkins or Kent Duchaine looked out for Johnny Shines.
Kenn had recorded many hours of audio tapes with Jack telling his life
story with the aim of publishing a book, but sadly it never happened.
Jack taught Kenn to speak English which he did with Jack's distinctive
southern accent and unusual expressions, not least: “Quit yer
squawking.” Kenn was asked on one occasion if the person who taught him English was black,
and he conceded this was the case.
It had not escaped the notice of the hotel management that I was friendly with Jack, and Jack was
obviously a famous musician. I was asked to promote a show in the hotel lounge, and Jack roped
in his friend and fellow pianist Sunnyland Slim for a festival of the 88s which attracted a noisy and
appreciative capacity audience.
When he was not playing or being interviewed Jack and manager Margaret liked playing the card
game known in the UK as “Sevens” but which Jack described as playing dominoes with cards. We
were in the middle of a game round the hotel pool when Dave Bartholomew, Fats Domino's
bandleader and co-writer, dropped in to pay his respects.
Margaret monitored Jack's drinking, and allowed him to sip beer all day. But as soon as her back
was turned, Jack would say: “Cognac, cognac” and would neck the brandy before she returned.
Jack was also a fan of piano bluesmen, and wanted to meet once more a player older even than
Jack was, 81 at the time, while Al Broussard was 86. Al had a residency at the 711 club on
Bourbon Street and while not expecting his arrival in a limousine, it was still a surprise to see the
rather large octogenarian pitch up on a moped. He greeted Jack warmly.
As well as being an accomplished pianist and singer, Jack had another skill. He was an equally
accomplished cook, and that was his role when he joined the US Navy in 1942.
He was subsequently a prisoner-of-war of the Japanese. He explained: “Us black guys were
treated far better by the Japanese than the white guys they captured. They believed we had been
forced to join up. I got better food and accommodation. I had to cook for the Japanese, and made
them Jambalaya from time to time. There was no shortage of rice.”
Jack's 1990 appearance at JazzFest was so successful that he was immediately invited back the
following year, and I again met up with him. This time he was accompanied by his daughter
Jackie, who grew up in Yorkshire, and had a strong Yorkshire accent.
On both visits back to New Orleans, Jack cut albums with some of the city's finest musicians.
I met him just once more, six months before his death from cancer in January 1992. He was
playing Leeds Castle in Kent, and was pleased and surprised to have received a $900 cheque
from the Starlight Foundation, an organisation set up to collect royalties on behalf of
rhythm'n'blues heritage artists. “They look after us old guys,” he told me.
Amazingly, ex-Animal Alan Price topped the bill over this charming, dignified talent.
Oh, and what about that first time 24 years earlier? Champion Jack was backed by Mickey Jupp's
Orioles at a pub gig in Southend, and between songs told tall tales like that one about the
pensioner who married a teenager, died because of over-enthusiastic love-making, and it took the
undertaker three days to close the coffin lid. Boom, boom.
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CD Review
Champion Jack Dupree – Old Time R&B Rocking Piano Classics 1951-1957 (Jasmine)
A glorious taster of the old piano pounder’s most productive period
when he was cutting tracks for Red Robin, King, Harlem, Groove
and Vik labels.
Compiler Bob Fisher must have had a hard job whittling down an
exorbitant output to just 28 tracks, but the result is all killer and no
filler.
My personal preference is the material he cut for Harlem label in
New York, which, along with its companion label Jax, was releasing
hard-edged Rock’n’Roll before the genre had that name.
By 1957, it had a name and tracks like Old Time Rock and Roll
show, Jack was not slow in boarding that particular bandwagon.
However, with sidesmen as diverse as both Brownie and Stick McGhee, and Mickey Baker, every
track on this finely presented compilation is a winner, making you hungry for more of Champion
Jack's output.
Detailed sleeve-notes and a variety of seldom seen photos make this a package that cannot be
recommended too highly.
RECORDING SIDEBAR
Champion Jack began recording in 1940, and hardly a year went by without a new recording for
the rest of his life, bar the two years he was a guest of Emperor Hirohito.
Initially, he was signed to the OKeh label, Columbia's specialist “race” record label, and recorded
Junker Blues in 1941, used as the template for Fat Domino's debut release The Fat Man eight
years later.
Two other classics on which he cut the original were Shake Baby Shake, and Shim Sham
Shimmy, both in 1953. Australian Johnny O'Keefe covered “Shake” speeded it up, and claimed he
had written it while Shim Sham Shimmy was covered by Billy “The Kid” Emerson on Sun.
His biggest commercial success came with Walking the Blues, a 1955 King label duet with singer
Teddy “The Bear” McRae, but by the early fifties he was based in New York banging out protoRock’n’Roll records under a variety of names for a vast number of labels, often in association with
Brownie McGhee, with Mickey Baker on guitar.
McGhee was a confirmed rocker before the “folk blues boom”, and toured England with harmonica
player Sonny Terry, recommending Jack to try his luck here.
Once in Europe, Jack continued recording, most notably with John Mayall's Bluesbreakers, which
had Eric Clapton in the line-up. Cut in 1966, the session was finally released in 1981 with the title
Stepping Out, with Jack and Eric together on two tracks, Third Degree and a Jack original Calcutta
Blues.
Also in 1966 Jack cut one of his least characteristic recordings with future Groundhogs guitar Tony
“T.S.” McPhee in which he plays no piano at all, and Tony is restricted to acoustic and slide guitar
only. This was cut for Blue Horizon, and there was even a single Get Your Head Happy released
in 1967.
The main reason Rock’n’Roll fans flock to Champion Jack's recordings is because of just one track
Shakin' Mother For Ya put out on an “unofficial” release East Coast Teen Party Volume 7, followed
up by Jack's take on Keep A Knockin' a few volumes later. Shakin' Mother is still regularly played
in UK Rock’n’Roll clubs.
His complete discography follows:
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Original 10" shellac (78rpm) and 7" vinyl (45rpm) releases
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•
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OKeh 05656, Warehouse Man Blues/Chain Gang Blues (1940)
OKeh 05713, Black Woman Swing/Cabbage Greens (No. 1) (1940)
OKeh 05769, Gamblin' Man Blues/New Low Down Dog (1940)
OKeh 05823, Cabbage Greens (No. 2)/Angola Blues (1940)
OKeh 06068, My Baby's Gone/That's All Right (1941)
OKeh 06104, Dupree Shake Dance/Gibing Blues (1941)
OKeh 06152, Junker Blues/My Cabin Inn (1941)
OKeh 06197, Weed Head Woman/Bad Health Blues (1941)
OKeh 06597, Big Time Mama/Heavy Heart Blues (1941/rel. 1942)
OKeh 06642, All Alone Blues/Black Cow Blues (1941/rel. 1942)
Joe Davis 5100, She Makes Good Jelly/Rum Cola Blues (1945)
Joe Davis 5101, Johnson Street Boogie Woogie/I'm Going Down with You (1945)
Joe Davis 5102, F.D.R. Blues/God Bless Our New President (1945)
Joe Davis 5103, County Jail Special/Fisherman's Blues (1945)
Joe Davis 5104, Lover's Lane/Black Wolf (1945)
Joe Davis 5105, Walkin' by Myself/Outside Man (1945)
Joe Davis 5106, Forget It Mama/You've Been Drunk (1945)
Joe Davis 5107, Santa Claus Blues/Gin Mill Sal (1945)
Solo 10-014, Once I Had a Girl/Black Woman Blues (1945)
Continental 6064, How Long, How Long Blues/I Think You Need a Shot (1945)
Continental 6065, Let's Have a Ball/Hard Feeling (1945)
Continental 6066, Going Down Slow/Mean Old Frisco (1945)
Lenox 505, Bad Whiskey and Wild Women/Bus Station Blues (1945)
Lenox 511, Mean Old Frisco/When You Ain't Got a Dime (1945), Dupree and Brownie McGhee recording as Blind
Boy Johnson & His Rhythms
Joe Davis 5108, Love Strike Blues/Wet Deck Mama (1946)
Celebrity 2012, Big Legged Mama/I'm a Doctor for Women (1946) (Celebrity is a Joe Davis subsidiary label)
Alert 207, Cecelia, Cecelia/Going Down to the Bottom (1946), Dupree and Brownie McGhee recording as Willie
Jordan & His Swinging Five
Alert 421, Fifth Avenue Blues/Highway 31 (1946)
Apollo 407, Come Back Baby/Chittlins & Rice (1949)
Apollo 413, One Sweet Letter/Mean Mistreatin' Mama (1949)
Apollo 421, Lonesome Bedroom Blues/Old Woman Blues (1949)
Abbey 3015, Featherweight Mama/Day Break (1949), Dupree and Brownie McGhee recording as Brother Blues &
the Back Room Boys
Abbey 3024, Day Break/Pete's Boogie (1949), Dupree and Brownie McGhee recording as Brother Blues & the
Back Room Boys
Apollo 426, Deacon's Party/My Baby's Coming Back Home (1950), Dupree with Big Chief Ellis & His Blues Stars
Apollo 428, Just Plain Tired/I'm Gonna Find You Some Day (1950), Dupree with Big Chief Ellis & His Blues Stars
Apollo 440, Rub a Little Boogie/Doomed (1949, released 1950), Dupree and Brownie McGhee recording as Duke
Bayou & His Mystic Six
Apex 1110, Goin' Back to Louisiana/Barrel House Mama (1950), Dupree and Brownie McGhee recording as Meat
Head Johnson & His Blues Hounds
Gotham 514, Old, Old Woman/Mean Black Woman (1950), Dupree and Brownie McGhee recording as Meat Head
Johnson & His Blues Hounds
Derby 783, The Woman I Love/All Night Party (1951), Dupree and Brownie McGhee recording under McGhee's
name
King 4483 Heartache Blues/Real Good Feelin (1951), Dupree and Brownie McGhee recording as Big Tom Collins
King 4568, Heart Breaking Woman/Watchin' My Stuff (1951), Dupree and Brownie McGhee recording as Big Tom
Collins
Red Robin 109, Stumbling Block Blues/Number Nine Blues (1953)
Red Robin 112, Highway Blues/Shake Baby Shake (1953)
Red Robin 130, Drunk Again/Shim Sham Shimmy (1953, released 1954)
King 4633, The Blues Got Me Rockin'/Tongue Tied Blues (1953)
King 4651, Ain't No Meat on de Bone/Please Tell Me Baby (1953)
King 4695, Walkin' Upside Your Head/Hard Feeling (1953)
King 4706, Rub a Little Boogie/Camille (1953)
King 4779, Two Below Zero/Blues for Everybody (1955)
King 4797, Harelip Blues/Let the Doorbell Ring (1955)
King 4812, Walking the Blues/Daybreak Rock (1955), vocal by Teddy "Mr. Bear" McRae
King 4827, That's My Pa/Stumbling Block (1955)
King 4859, She Cooks Me Cabbage/Silent Partner (1955)
King 4876, Failing Health Blues/Me and My Mule (1955)
King 4906, Overhead Blues/So Sorry, So Sorry (1955, released 1956)
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King 4938, Mail Order Woman/Big Leg Emma's (1955, released 1956)
Groove 0171, Lonely Road Blues (vocal by Teddy "Mr. Bear" McRae)/When I Got Married (1956)
Vik 0260, Dirty Woman/Just Like a Woman (1957)
Vik 0279, Old Time Rock and Roll/Rocky Mountain (1957)
Vik 0304, Shake Baby Shake/Lollipop Baby (1957)
Atlantic 2032, Frankie and Johnny/Strollin' (1959)
Atlantic 2095, My Mother-in-Law/Evil Woman (1961)
Federal 12408, Sharp Harp/Two Below Zero (1955, released 1961)

12" LPs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Blues from the Gutter (1958, Atlantic SD-8019 [US]; London/Atlantic LTZ-K15171 [UK]; on CD: Atlantic/Rhino
075678243424)
Champion Jack's Natural & Soulful Blues (1961, Atlantic SD-8045 [US]; London/Atlantic SAH-K6151 [UK]; on CD:
Collectables 6818)
The Women Blues of Champion Jack Dupree (1961, Folkways Records FS-3825;[7] on CD: Smithsonian
Folkways/Rounder 093070382527)
Sings the Blues (1961, King LP-735), compilation
Champion Jack Dupree (1962, Archive of Folk Music/Everest Records FS-217)
Champion of the Blues (1963, Atlantic SD-8056; on CD: Collectables 6818)
Americans in Europe Vol. 2 (1963, Impulse! Records A-37)
Cabbage Greens (1963, Okeh OKM-12103), compilation
From New Orleans to Chicago (1966, London PS-553 [US]; Decca LK-4747 [UK]); on CD: Beat Goes On 649)
Champion Jack Dupree and His Blues Band Featuring Mickey Baker (1967, Decca SKL-4871 [UK]; on CD: Beat
Goes On 649)
Tricks [AKA Anthologie du Blues, Vol. 1] (1968, Vogue CLVLX-271; GNP Crescendo 10001 [US])
When You Feel the Feeling You Was Feeling (1968, Blue Horizon/CBS BH-7702; on CD: Blue Horizon 90007)
Scooby Dooby Doo [AKA Blues Masters, Vol. 10] (1969, Blue Horizon/CBS BH-4610; on CD: Blue Horizon 90007)
The Incredible...Champion Jack Dupree (1970, Sonet SNTF-614)
I'm Happy to Be Free [with Mickey Baker and Hal Singer] (1971, Vogue SDL-828; GNP Crescendo 10005 [US])
The Legacy of the Blues, Vol. 3 (1972, Sonet SNTF-626; GNP Crescendo 10013 [US])
Blues at Montreux [with King Curtis] (1973, Atlantic 1637; on CD: Atlantic 81389-2, Collectables 6331) [1]
Blues for Everybody (1976, King KS-1084 [single LP]; 1980, King/Gusto GD-5037X [double LP]), compilation; on
CD: See For Miles/King Masters [UK] KCD-6014)
Back Home in New Orleans (1990, Bullseye Blues/Rounder Records BB-9502, LP/CD release)
Forever and Ever (1991, Bullseye Blues/Rounder BB-9512, LP/CD release)
One Last Time (1993, Bullseye Blues/Rounder BB-9522, LP/CD release)

CD releases and compilations of note
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sings Blues Classics – With Axel Zwingenberger & The Friends of Boogie Woogie, Vol. 7 (1990, Vagabond
(Germany) 8.92018)
Blues Masters, Vol. 6 (1991, Storyville 8006)
New Orleans Barrelhouse: Piano Blues 1960 (1992, Magpie 53)
Champion Jack Dupree 1945-1953 (1992, Krazy Kat 08 and 09)
Trouble, Trouble (1992, Storyville #8013)
Champion Jack Dupree of New Orleans (1993, Storyville 8015)
New Orleans Barrelhouse Boogie (The Complete Champion Jack Dupree 1940–1941) (1993, Legacy/ColumbiaSony 52834)
Live at Burnley – With The Big Town Playboys (1994, JSP 231; 1998 reissue with new artwork, JSP 807),
recorded 1989
The Joe Davis Sessions 1945-1946 (1995, Flyright 22)
The Blues of Champion Jack Dupree, Vol. 1 (1995, Storyville 8019)
The Blues of Champion Jack Dupree, Vol. 2 (1995, Storyville 8020)
Truckin' On Down (1998, Storyville 8029)
The Blues of Champion Jack Dupree (2000, Storyville 8031)
A Portrait of Champion Jack Dupree (2000, Rounder Select/Rounder 11586)
St. Claude and Dumaine (2002, Fuel 2000/Varese Sarabande 61229)
Jivin' with Jack: Live In Manchester, May 1966 (2002, Jasmine 3008), 2 CD set
Bad Luck Blues – Live With Freeway 75 (2003, Blue Nose (Switzerland) BN-074), recorded 1974
Walkin' the Blues: The Very Best of Champion Jack Dupree (2003, Collectables 2874)
Dupree 'N' McPhee: The 1967 Blue Horizon Session [with T.S. "Tony" McPhee] (2005, Ace CHM-1063)
The Complete Blue Horizon Sessions (2005, Sony 5185162; Blue Horizon #90007)
Early Cuts from a Singer, Pianist and Songwriter Who Took Blues to the World (2009, JSP 77120), 4CD box set
Two Classic Albums Plus 40s & 50s Singles (2010, Avid 1006), 2CD [compilation of Blues From The Gutter and
Champion Jack's Natural & Soulful Blues + various singles]
John Howard
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Someone once said that there are four stages of fame:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Who's Phil Condom?
I want Phil Condom
I want a Phil Condom-type
Who's Phil Condom?

I make a distinction between “famous” people and “celebrities”, who have no discernible talent but
who fill the gossip columns until they lose their looks or the public becomes bored by them.
Genuine fame still leads to many problems, like getting shot (John Lennon) or being stabbed
almost to death (George Harrison). There are always plenty of inadequates who can only find
fame by killing someone famous.
Well-known stars often make spectacular gaffes. John
Lennon and his notorious “we're more popular than
Jesus now” led to a grovelling apology by him.
Similarly, when an interviewer asked Ringo Starr:
“What do you miss about Liverpool?” he replied, with a
merry laugh: “Nothing!” Many Liverpudlians did not find
this funny at all and reminded him that without their local support, he would never have become
famous. He was forced to make a desperate apology but the damage had probably been done.
Cilla Black was daft enough to praise Margaret Thatcher and claim that “she put the Great back
into Great Britain.” She had clearly spent too much time in Spain and forgotten that that woman
was hated more than Hitler, especially in Liverpool. It did nothing for her image as a working-class
lass from good old Scottie Road.
Famous people are often not what they seem. For decades, the cigar-chewing, self-satisfied,
publicity-hungry DJ, Jimmy Savile was admired for his charity work until he was unmasked as a
serial paedophile. He and his impressive headstone were dug up and removed from the cemetery.
The death of Nelson Mandela led to a worldwide orgy of adulation, including a personal
appearance by the Pope. However, some dissenting voices pointed out that Mandela was just a
figurehead for a brutal regime. He might not have begun his rise to fame by being a terrorist but
his evil wife, Winnie, certainly was. She actually boasted about the use of the “necklace”, the tyre
filled with burning petrol which was placed around the necks of her unfortunate victims.
Mother Teresa seemed to be a modern saint. Then someone discovered that she had a healthy
bank account in Switzerland, details of which she refused to give to the tax authorities, although
obliged by law to do so. She adjured her followers to pray to the Virgin Mary but always used
modern medicine to treat her own ills.
I recently came across a semi-autobiography by Jeremy Paxman, the TV anchor-man of BBC2
and other programmes. He described two incidents which illustrate the drawbacks of being wellknown.
He received a hand-written letter and was about to open it when he noticed something suspicious
about the envelope. There seemed to be something hard under the flap. He opened the letter very
carefully and found out what it was. Two razor blades. They had been sellotaped so that anyone
opening the letter would have had their fingers shredded by the blades.
Paxman could only guess that he had said something or done something which had infuriated the
malevolent correspondent. Or, perhaps he was just anti-semitic.
The second incident often befalls the famous. He came across a definite libellous statement about
himself and, wishing to protect his reputation, decided to take legal action. However, when he
realized the huge legal costs involved, he decided not to go ahead.
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Some people are “famous” for the most trivial reason. I am thinking of Janice Nicholls and her “O'ill
give eet foive”, spoken in a thick, Brummy accent. She said these words while appearing as a
panellist, judging pop records, on “Thank Your Lucky Stars” in the early ‘60s.
I must put some Rock'n'Roll into this article. Elvis, Bill Haley and Jerry Lee Lewis. The first two
rose like rockets and fell like lead balloons. Both had sad and tragic ends. In showbusiness, the
higher you rise, the further you fall.
I was 18 years old when the “child bride” scandal broke on Jerry Lee's head. I could never
understand what all the fuss was about. He had married the girl, hadn't he? Not got her pregnant
and abandoned her. It appeared to be a legal wedding but like everything else connected with
Jerry Lee, it was a shambles. Things got even more confused when it was discovered that he had
been married twice before and was not properly divorced from either wife.
You will always read that Myra was just 13 years old. Yet, I have read an interview with Jerry Lee
in which he insists she was 14. Furthermore, it seems that she put down her age as 20 on the
marriage certificate. Add all those figures together and it makes her 47, which is far too old to get
married in Louisiana!
Jerry Lee's performance fee fell from $10,000 a night to $500 and it took him 10 years to recover.
Whatever the truth, he was certainly punished for his indiscretion.
Michael Fish was the weather-man who, mentioning a call from a
viewer regarding a possible hurricane on the way, denied it. It
happened and he has spent years trying to explain how he got the
forecast so wrong. He was also unable to explain why he kept wearing
those awful, garish jackets. (Perhaps a hurricane swept through his
wardrobe?)
“Spend, Spend, Spend” Who said that? Viv Nicholson,whose husband
won £150,000 (£3,000,000 in today's money) on the football pools in
1961, when asked what she was going to do with the money. Money certainly did not bring her
happiness. She ran through most of the cash in no time, married five times (two of her husbands
died in car crashes), became an alcoholic and died in a nursing home, suffering from dementia.
“He would, wouldn't he?” Famous words spoken by Mandy Rice-Davies (aka Randy Mice-Davies
by “Private Eye” magazine) when Lord Astor denied that he had slept with her. The Profumo affair,
featured Christine Keeler, another “lady of easy virtue” as well and the story enlivened party
politics in 1962.
TFTW members of my age (77) will, without a doubt, recall the name Gilbert Harding. He was
nationally famous in the 1950s for being irascible and quarrelsome on TV. Viewers actually waited
for him to explode. (His friends, though, described him as kind and helpful to people in his private
life). Four years later, he was almost forgotten and Madame Tussaud's melted down his wax
effigy.
Old codgers like us will recall “The Famous Eccles.” Spike Milligan certainly does as
he played this character in the “Goon Show”. Spike Milligan was very famous, too.
(He described himself as “Spike Milligna, the famous misprint.”)
He was noted for his bizarre, surrealist humour; his batch of highly amusing war
reminiscences; his books of verse (for children of all ages) and his complete
disrespect for the highly unamusing Prince Charles and his teeth-grating attempt at
Goon humour.
Let Andy Warhol have the last word. His famous aphorism:”In the future everyone will be worldfamous for fifteen minutes” nearly came true. Practically everyone has appeared on TV. CCTV,
that is!
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Punchy Rhythm ‘n’ Blues music from former Rent Party/Oo-BopSh’Bam vocalist Jackson Sloan, who wrote all four tracks on this pair
of seven inch singles. Influenced by the likes of Louis Jordan and
Wynonie Harris, Sloan sings with gusto as the band swing along
behind him. Some jaunty pedal steel guitar picking enhances Kickin’
Up The Dust, while a honkin’ sax blast leads the way on Big Talk
following a pounding piano intro.
Jukebox Swing is a humdinger of a dance
record due to Sloan’s entertaining vocal
approach and the instrumentation being
supplemented by a bright fiddle and zesty accordion. I Want All That
You Got features more tip-top singing, prominent piano, and a
storming sax break alongside the ever proficient bass, guitar and
drums.
It is hard to choose between these two really good releases, so best to
get ‘em both!

A tribute single to Sun Records from UK rockabilly stalwart Rob
Glazebrook and his musical cohorts - Nick Hoadley on bass and
drummer Nick Simonon. Two familiar songs, not slavishly copied but
given a slightly different feel, courtesy of Glazebrook’s fresh
arrangements. His masterly vocal, with a bit of a quiver, and beefy
guitar sound help do the songs justice, together with the solid bass
and drum accompaniment. Red Cadillac And A Black Moustache is
taken just a tad faster than the familiar Warren Smith/Bob Luman
versions, and is no poorer for it, but personally I prefer the
Houserockers’ rendition of the somewhat overlooked Jack Earl
classic on the B side.
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Huelyn Duvall made a successful appearance at Hemsby in May, and
showed that he still has a good Rock’n’Roll voice. He originally
recorded the Danny Wolfe penned Pucker Paint nearly sixty years
ago, and here he sings it in tandem with German bandleader and
vocalist Long John. The pair of them sound enthusiastic, with a jivestyle arrangement and adroit musicianship giving the tune added
verve.
Huelyn Duvall does not feature on the B side, which was composed
by two of the Ballroom Kings - guitarist Martin Herzog and bass player
Malte Toenissen. This jazzy instrumental swing thing that showcases
the band’s musicianship may go down well with the dancers, but it is not my cup of tea.
All these discs are coloured vinyl collector editions, housed in sturdy, attractive sleeves. See
preserversofsound.com for information.
Lee Wilkinson

Letter (not) to the Editor
Dear John Broven,
I am reading the printed issue of TFTW issue 96 again and I was wondering if I ever wrote to you
about the stunning interview you gave to Keith. It's a fabulous one and a great trip to the old days.
Discovering more about your young days and your friendship with Mike Leadbitter was really
something else. In these present Internet days, folks believe everything was so easy in the '50s.
You could find everything in the local record shops and information about singers and record
labels was plentiful. Just push the door and you will be back home with Dean Beard on London,
The Jiv-A-Tones on Felsted or Chuck Berry on London. Foolish... I knew these days in the '70s in
France when the record shops were almost empty. A few Elvis, Bill Haley, Gene Vincent and
Eddie Cochran LPs; that was all... If you didn't know about the hole in the wall spots where record
collectors were gathering, you just couldn't have much. Luckily, I found the way and I was able to
befriend Charlie Barbat and some other older cats. From there everything changed like it
happened for you with Mike. I was able to discover Charlie Feathers, Mac Curtis, Sid King and lots
more. Learning about the "Vogue" records being hard to find 'cause they were basically for the
West Indian market in London helped me to understand why they are so scarce. It's worth a full
paper 'cause we just don't know about that side of the business. Sounds very interesting. Great to
read about Boppin' News, Blues Unlimited, Juke Blues, Bill Millar, Ray Topping and to see pictures
of you all. I wish I could have been there to see Little Walter, Howlin' Wolf, Professor Longhair,
Snooks Eaglin, Flyright records, Ace records, Excello records, Golden Crest records... brilliant!
Thanks for your memories... you're an important contributor, a premium witness and a mighty fine
writer! Come on, tell us more and more!
Warmest regards from your French friend.
Dominique Anglares
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Mr Angry’s Word of the Month
SCHNORRER, also spelled shnorrer, is a Yiddish term meaning sponger or freeloader who frequently asks for little things without offering a return. The English
usage of the word denotes a sly chiseller who consistently fails to pay his way.
A schnorrer is distinguished from an ordinary freeloader who will take advantage of
friends or acquaintances any way he can, often with an air of entitlement.
A schnorrer at a communal dining out event will often ensure he has more food
than others, and then detail the items he had from a menu, and offer the exact
money for the total, despite prior arrangements that the bill be split evenly. Thus
the schnorrer ignores say, a 12 per cent service charge, or tip to the waiting staff,
and the shortfall has to be subsidised by others, some of whom may have opted for
a cheaper, vegetarian main course and a glass of wine worth considerably less than
their share of the communal bill without complaint.
This cheap attitude is seen by the schnorrer as a virtue no matter how irritating it
may be for others forced to pay over the odds while the schnorrer rides on their
coat tails.
An easy solution to this may be found by seating the schnorrer separately adjacent
to the main party, with a separate bill, leaving him or her to argue with the venue
over service charges and staff gratuities which are accepted by others as a
concomitant to dining out.
The word schnorrer is the origin of the modern Hebrew verb leshnorer, which can
be roughly defined as getting small advantages at the expense of others.
Letter to the Editor
Tony Papard's shaky grasp of English is epitomised by the title of his article in the
last TFTW "From Whence Came the Woodies", which betrays his failure to
understand the meaning of the word "whence", which is "from where". To write
"From whence" is effectively to state: "From from where", so this may give a clue to
his erroneous belief that there is any level of crossover between the Woodies and
any gay scene, since he may have heard Woodies using the word pedant (which
some of us are), and pederast (which none of us are - well, I hope not) and
confused the two.
Hope this clears things up.
John "Grammar Patrol" Howard
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No formal or fancy introductions this time. Usually in the past if a fairly popular but still
poor movie would screen, I would still mention it briefly. You see, a mere year and
half ago, when chief editor Keith Woods came and offered me a movie section in
Tales From The Woods, the original approach was to review classic musicals,
especially Rock’n’Roll ones, such as is the theme of the magazine. However, I was
fairly positive and optimistic.
Surely there are musicals still being produced and screened. But when I came out in the wild, in
the city, hunting for music films… sadly, eventually I went to watch…

A completely made up biography of Tupac.
Technical aspects? Er… the trailer was good.
A rapper though, but still a good one. So popular, in fact, that the
movie was very hyped. But when you hire an actor for his likeness to
the character and you make up half of his life to make it more appealing, more cool, but leave
the core of the facts aside… That movie won’t please many.
Still there are other kinds of movies, there are huge blockbusters that readers can go and enjoy.
Well, not always…

Let’s start with an alternative. If you are into Transformers Lore, there’s still
the animated movie. The Transformers: The Movie (1987)
As Optimus said right: “One shall stand, one shall fall”. Skip the new one.
If I could make sense of the plot…
Anthony Hopkins’ appearance does not help much. The movie is
hopeless. Er… Other features? 2h 29min, let’s put it this way;
149 minutes too long.
More like Transformers: The Last Movie I will be bothered to go
and watch. It’s not a movie… it’s a troll.
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At least a horror, they’re not that good anyways but they are thrilling! Never mind…

Two soldiers of fortune, grave robbers, unleash The Mummy, and this
time it’s a she.
Tom Cruise, Russell Crowe, yes, an attempt to sell the movie based on
big names rather than sensible plot.
An attempt to resurrect the old monster classic from Universal and create a new Dark
Universe, aka Universal monsters Universe, like the Marvel Cinematic Universe or the DC
Universe, changing the horror for a less gritty and more colourful action base, similar to
Marvel.
Stick to the original, The Mummy, a 1932 classic. Still good, still scary, and
even the special effects look more real and effective than its modern
counterpart
With the great Boris Karloff as the Mummy.
Greatly enjoyable.
But not everything is lost. Ladies and gentlemen, Tales From The Woods readers… Enter the
true picks of this period… The true movie picks.

A man battles for the custody of his genius niece against her own
mother after his sister has committed suicide.
Octavia Spencer, gifted mathematician from Hidden Figures.
Truly moving and passionate (for life) movie. The interaction with
the main character is epic and beautifully cinematographed. My personal favorite.

A skilled young driver is coerced to work for a crime boss as a
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getaway driver.
The movie sequences are synced with the music and rhythm.
A stunningly visual and musical movie. Basically a 2 hour video clip with some old classics.
Great.

Peter learns what it takes to be Spider-Man while fighting a great
villain.
Sony lends the rights for Spider-Man to Marvel Cinematic Universe.
Spider-Man made good, made right, made great, with Iron Man as
support character. It’s not a retcon or another origins remake. This
time it’s good and it’s gonna stay with Marvel and with you if you go and
see it.
Still fresh and enjoyable as ever, the very first Iron Man offers a good
opportunity to refresh our memories of the very first successful Marvel
Cinematic Universe Movie.

Special Edition: Animated Extras.
The Movie Picks article this time comes with a Special Edition, like a DVD: loaded with extra
content. This time, a special account on animated movies. And no, not your regular weekend
matinees that are of course, movies for kids, all of them animated, as well. But the ones that have
been released and screened alongside regular movies. The first movie stands for both story and
animation technique.

A policeman befriends a young boy who has just lost his
only parent and is sent to a foster home.
Oscar nominated Swiss movie. Shot using stop motion
with puppets.
A surprisingly short flick, nevertheless quite deep on
content, with very dark topics; alcoholism, abuse,
abandonment. Not for children, despite its adorable puppets.
We cannot miss the latest computer animated movies, rated E for everyone, including young and
adults alike.
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Two reckless kids hypnotise their principal into believing he
is a superhero, with an underpants costume.
Based on a series of children’s novels by Dav Pilkey.
Funny, silly at times, filled with potty humour. Truly
enjoyable and fresh. Kids allowed this time.

Gru teams up with his long lost brother to defeat a new foe.
It keeps most of its original voices, however Dr Nefario
(Russell Brand) is missing and Agnes’ original voice has
changed.
Weakest link in the franchise, however, the animation is
impressive. If you still believe in unicorns, despite a different voice actress, you will love it.
Again an adult movie, an “Anime” film, with an emotionally brutal theme, the hostile background
and circumstances, World War II, Hiroshima and the cultural rigidity surrounding the main
character.

Newly wed young Japanese girl, Suzu, struggles to prepare food for
her new family after food shortages in Hiroshima during Second
World War.
Fifth iteration of the series. Orlando Bloom reprises his original role
as Will Turner.
Little I can add after the introduction and the summary. A beautiful depiction, very moving.
Not to be watched alone.

Marti Canal
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The Buzz
Welcome to The Buzz
The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs where you really need to show
your face.
Hi Gang, back again. I’d like to take this opportunity in this column to give thanks to someone who
has been an integral part of Tales From The Woods for many years, John "Soulboy" Jolliffe
whose his column "Soul Kitchen", you will have observed, is missing from the current
issue. The reason for this is that he and his soul lady, Annie, are moving from the
increasingly polluted capital city of London to breath far fresher air and enjoy a
relaxing life in another, much smaller, healthier and peaceful city, that being the royal
city of Worcester. As you can imagine moving is a stressful time, I've even heard
through the grapevine it took three Pickford’s removal lorries just to transport his
record and memorabilia collection, hence John was unable to provide his long running column for
this issue. John’s column is almost as aged as this magazine, however there are even more
strings to this talented man’s bow who, for almost ten years, has been our never wearying social
secretary, organizing our monthly gang meet ups in central London, as well as our fun filled social
events. John’s imagination knows no bounds from boat trips on the River Thames, visiting the
Houses of Parliament, BBC Studios, historical walks, to name but a few. If you
have been on these trips then you know the hard work that John has put in over
the years; if you have not and you live in easy reach of the capital then why not?
Moving to Worcester has made such planning endeavours impossible, so
webmaster Alan Lloyd has kindly agreed to step into John’s size 17 shoes, at
least for the time being. I think that deserves a round of applause ladies and
gentlemen, don't you, both in thanking John for all the fantastic work he has done
over many years and for Alan so bravely and conscientiously taking hold of the
mantle, which brings me on nicely to…
Lots of folks back in our earlier days, used to ask what is Tales From The Woods? Well, I don't
think there is much question in people’s minds what we’re all about. A more pertinent question
these days is along the lines of who are Tales From The Woods, those who work so tirelessly
behind the scenes, those who are on the front line, and the great musicians who make up the
most authentic rocking band in the land. I have answered your request with details below, an up to
date account of Who's Who up to the time of typing.
Keith Woods
Harry Maton
Alan Lloyd
Ken Major
Lee Wilkinson

Founder/Promoter/Publisher.
Co-Founder/Editor/IT/Graphics
Website/Social Secretary
Membership Secretary
Financial Secretary

Tales From The Woods Band.
John Spencely
Claire Hamlin
Alex Bland
Jeff Tuck
Robb Davis

Lead Guitar
Keyboards
Tenor Sax
Drums
Bass

As Required
Barry Few
Nick Lunt

Trumpet
Baritone/Tenor Sax

Live Events Personnel
Harry Maton

Stage Manager
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Various
John "Mr Angry" Howard
Paul Harris
Denis Hoare
Bob and Dave (Archive Film Agency)
Elena Heatley
Marti Canal
Dave Rich
Perry Smith
Dave Woodland

MCs
DJ
Photographer
Sound Recorder
Filming
Cashier/Merchandise
Roadie
Paymaster General
Transport Manager
Security/Handy Man

Whilst you’re cruising our website, don't forget to check out our Facebook pages. Above the
YouTube channel link you will see our Tales From The Woods Facebook link, with lots of
interesting stuff awaiting your perusal. Soon you will discover as you casually scroll down that we
are on Twitter too, and at the bottom of the page you will find my own personal Facebook page.
Now there's a thought; got something to say gang that you may not want to share with all the guys
and gals on the Tales From The Woods Facebook page? This is the place to post it; come on, it
can’t all be complimentary surely? Ha Ha.

One of the last great authentic voices from the Southlands has sadly left us, D L Menard, aged
85. We learned of his passing just hours before going to press, so we shall attempt to give the
man they called the "Cajun Hank Williams" an appraisal he so richly deserves in our next issue.
Time now folks to quit the stage for, waiting patiently in the wings, is Dave "Jazz Junction" Carroll
with another edition of what is generally considered quite rightly as the bible of all things roots
music, Dave's gig guide.
Keep Rockin Y'all
The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.
August 2017
5
Saturday
Lucky Peterson
Contemporary bluesman apparently discovered by Willie Dixon when aged three.
Ronnie Scott’s
£25 - £50 + fees
6

Sunday

CW Stoneking
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Aussie playing raucous country blues.
The MOTH Club
£13.75
11
Friday
Martha High
Funky JB diva with Janine Johnson as support.
Pizza Express, Soho Show 1 – 7.30
Show 2 – 10.30

£22.50

11
Friday
Reverend Peyton’s Big Damn Band
Country blues trio led by a Kentucky Colonel.
The Borderline
£17.50 + fees
25
Friday
Reuben James Richards
‘Evoking memories of Cooke, Pickett and Redding’.
Hideaway
£15 + fees
27
Sunday
Janiva Magness
Only the second woman to be named BB King
entertainer of the year.
The Borderline
£15.50 + fees

http://www.ukrock.net/

28
Monday
Generations featuring Fred
Wesley, Tony Match and Leonardo Corradi
Another project for septuagenarian Fred Wesley is this
organ trio.
Jazz Cafe
£12.50 + fees
30
Wednesday
U-Roy & The Robotiks
To be mixed by one of dub music’s leading producers, the Mad Professor.
Jazz Cafe
£17
31
Thursday
Don Bryant & The Bo-Keys
Still the possessor of a wonderful soul voice, as his latest album attests.
Ronnie Scott’s
£25 - £45 + fees
September 2017
2
Saturday
Lucinda Williams
Louisiana-born country great now in her second youth.
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
£34.75 - £40.40
3
Sunday
Ricky Cool & The In Crowd
Former schoolteacher’s new band that includes ska along with the usual R&B etc.
Half Moon, Putney
£8.80 adv, £10 door
5
Tuesday
Shuggie Otis
Guitar prodigy, thankful for a Johnny, appears with full American band. (Rescheduled from May)
Under The Bridge
£25 + fees
7
Thursday
Tribute to Memphis Slim
Featuring Eric Ranzoni, keyboard player for Mud Morganfield for eight years.
Eel Pie Club at the Cabbage Patch £17
14
Thursday
Henry Butler’s Jambalaya Band
Cooking up a New Orleans jazz and blues piano concoction and more.
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Ronnie Scott’s

£25 - £50 + fees

15
Friday
As above
Ronnie Scott’s

Henry Butler’s Jambalaya Band

16
Saturday
As above
Ronnie Scott’s

Henry Butler’s Jambalaya Band

£25 - £50 + fees

£25 - £50 + fees

21
Thursday
The Flamin’ Groovies
Join the chosen few and get their new album ‘Fantastic Plastic’, which is only available at gigs.
Under The Bridge
£20 + fees
24
Sunday
Sonny Landreth
From the band of the King of Zydeco (Clifton Chenier) to being crowned the King of Slydeco.
229 The Venue
£25 + fees
29
Friday
Slaid Cleaves
Americana singer-songwriter. Two shows but expect both to be sold out.
The Slaughtered Lamb 6.00 pm to 8.00 pm and 9.00 pm to 11.00 pm
£20 + fees
October 2017
9
Monday
Erin McKeown
Funky folk inspired by The Hitchhiker’s Guide To The
Galaxy.
Green Note
£13.50
10
Tuesday
As above
Green Note

Erin McKeown
£13.50

15
Sunday
Tower of Power
Funk band celebrating its fiftieth year and they still
don’t know what is hip. Lucky their fans do.
Roundhouse
£32.50

29
Sunday
Anglo American Rock’n’Roll Heritage
Show 2
See Page 3 for details
100 Club, Oxford Street
30
Monday
Orchestra Baobab
A quick return (or re-scheduled date?) for this
Senegalese band.
Koko £22.50 + fees
30
Monday
Jason Isbell and Tift Merritt
Two singer-songwriters of Americana-eclectic.
Roundhouse
£24 + fees
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The Organ for the Swedish
Rock'n'Roll Club
KUNGSGATAN 5 - SE-432 45 VARBERG - SWEDEN
Founded in 1979, AMERICAN MUSIC
MAGAZINE is an A4 size magazine, published
three times a year for all devotees of 50's
associated music. Each issue comprises at
least 48 pages of interesting fact filled articles
and reviews complete with a cover in glorious
colour, rare photographs in abundance, artist
discographies and recording session details
when available.
Annual subscription rates for three issues is
£24. Sample copy is £9, PDF file is £15. For
more enquiries contact our UK representative
Dickie Tapp at e-mail:
dickietapp@googlemail.com
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum),
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all
TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK's only on-line roots music magazine, please contact

'Tales From The Woods'
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA
Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk
All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black
and white paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £10 per year.

Remember - you’re only young twice… Keith Woods
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